
By Carolyn Giardina
LOS ANGELES—The Visual 
Effects Society (VES) announced 
that Pixar Animation Studios’ 
two-time Academy Award-win-
ning filmmaker John Lasseter, 
whose credits include direction 
of defining computer animat-
ed feature Toy Story, has been 
selected to receive the organiza-
tion’s Georges Melies Award for 
Artistic Excellence; and that VES 
founding chair Jim Morris—pro-
ducer and production executive 

at Pixar Animation Studios and 
former Lucasfilm president—has 
been chosen to receive the Board 
of Directors Award at the 4th
Annual VES Awards on Feb. 15, 
2006 in Hollywood. The annual 
awards competition honors visu-
al effects excellence in features, 
TV, commercials, music videos 
and games.

Morris will be honored for 
his role as the founding chair of 
VES, an organization started in 
1997 in response to the explosive 

growth in the visual effects art 
form. He actually served three 
terms as chair. “Jim’s manage-
ment experience was vital in 
creating a strong organizational 
foundation for the VES while his 
exceptional reputation in the field 
served as the key recruiting force 
for membership,” said current 
VES chair Carl Rosendahl. “The 
VES’ continued success can truly 
be attributed to his vision and 
steering.”     

NEW YORK—Whereas 
the typical marquee find-

ing in the American Association 
of Advertising Agencies’ (AAAA) 
annual Television Production Cost 
Survey—which is in its 18th year—
has been, for better or worse depend-
ing on your viewpoint, the average 
cost to produce a national 30-second 
TV spot, now the spotlight shifts to 
a bigger picture perspective, namely 
the number of commercials this and 
other averages are based upon.

The latest AAAA study, which 
covers calendar year 2004 as report-
ed by 20 participating ad agencies 
and branch offices (including most of the country’s 
top 20 shops), shows a total pool of 1,579 national 

commercials—that’s 58 more spots than in 2003 
based on returns from 19 agencies.

However when looking over the 
past four years, the tally of nation-
al commercials being produced, 
as reported in the study, is steadily 
declining.  In 2001, per the AAAA 
survey, there were 1,741 TV spots. 
In ’02, the total was 1,725. When 
’03 came in at 1,521 spots, there 
was conjecture that advertisers from 
some product categories might have 
started up their activity later in cal-
endar year ’03 and continued it into 
’04. It was too early, said some, to 
pinpoint a trend—the ’04 numbers 

would be more telling.  Now that this tally is 
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By Carolyn Giardina
P R O V I D E N C E ,  R . I . —
Postproduction industry veteran 
Larry Chernoff is the new CEO 
of Mathematical Technologies 
Inc. (MTI), a Providence-head-
quartered manufacturer of tools to 
assist the Digital Intermediate (DI) 
and film restoration processes.

Chernoff, who will be based in 
the company’s Hollywood office, 
has been a member of the MTI 
board of directors for the past three 

AGENCY OF
THE YEAR

17 SHOOT shines the spotlight 
on Crispin Porter + Bogusky, 
saluting the shop’s work for 
Burger King, Mini and oth-
ers. Also included is a look 
at the agency’s integrated 
production department, and 
a chat with Miles Nadal of 
MDC Partners, which holds 
a stake in CP+B as well 
as several other creative 
shops.

VES Set To Honor Lasseter, Morris

By Robert Goldrich
NEW YORK—Momentum 
is building for legislation that 
would create a New York State 
tax credit targeting commercials. 
The bill’s backers hope to have it 
voted on by the legislature dur-
ing its next session, which begins 
in January.

Thanks in part to lobby-
ing efforts by the Association 
of Independent Commercial 
Producers (AICP) over the past 
year, the idea of a spot production 
incentive initiative has gained 
significant bipartisan support in 
both the New York Assembly 
and Senate. Firmly in place as 



Carey Melcher is founder/exec-
utive producer of Los Angeles-
based CMP, a production com-
pany that works with nonexclu-
sive directorial talent.
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I’ve always made it a habit to 
read the various commercial 
trade publications. It keeps me 

on top of what both the production 
and agency sides of the business 
are up to.

The business model for a com-
mercial production company 
hasn’t changed much in the 19 
years that I’ve had my own com-
pany. Everybody is on the lookout 

for the next “hot” director who will 
propel their company from the “B” 
list to “A level” in the minds of 
agency creatives.

The trades chronicle this quest, 
giving us lots of interviews with 
agency art directors, producers and 
creative directors that clue us in on 
what they are looking for. On the 
production side, the publications 
profile the directors who are doing 

the most high profile campaigns 
during any given period.

Obviously, the director should 
remain at the top of the food chain. 
But lost in all this coverage is one 
simple truth; show me a successful 
production company with any kind 
of longevity and I’ll show you a 
company with great production 
support. It’s great 
production that 
takes a company 
from point “B” 
to point “A.” No 
one stays on the A 
list or any list for 
long without the 
requisite superior 
support.

E v e r y b o d y 
thinks they offer 
great  produc-
tion, but do they? 
The answer is….
sometimes.

A l l  t h i n g s 
being equal (in 
terms of directo-
rial talent, budget, etc.), agencies 
will award the job to the produc-
tion company they perceive as 
having better production support. 
(And maybe deeper pockets, but 
that’s for another column).

So how do we define great pro-
duction support? It goes beyond 
a simple enthusiasm to tackle a 
challenging production. It goes 
beyond hiring an experienced line 
producer. I would say that it starts 
with how one partners with an 
agency to make sure that they 
get what they sold to the client, 
with a minimum of fuss. More 
importantly, did the production 
ultimately get done on time and 
on budget?

Then there are all the little 

things that add up big in the end. 
The ability to package the produc-
tion while supporting the director, 
finding the right balance between 
having enough money for the pro-
duction and having something left 
over for the company. It’s ask-
ing oneself the toughest question; 
would it be better to pass on a job 

when you know 
you can’t support 
it at a certain pro-
duction level? It 
is a business after 
all.

Support also 
involves a sen-
sitive subject; 
the ability of the 
executive pro-
ducer to make the 
director under-
stand the creative 
and budgetary 
parameters of the 
project, to shoot 
the “board” with 
objectivity and 

creative input, but without taking 
the idea into anther zone. Giving 
the directors the tools they need 
without going over the top. I don’t 
say “no” to a director very much. 
Bottom line: finding the fine bal-
ance between production value 
and company profit is the key to 
great production.

Directorial talent comes and 
goes. Agency creatives come and 
go. Production companies rise and 
fall. But the need for great pro-
duction remains steadfast. Caring 
about the advertising while mak-
ing film that’s to the point. Great 
support means repeat business 
while developing new business. 
It’s what builds directors and nur-
tures careers.

By Robert Goldrich
spot.com.mentary

Perseverance
Just a little more than 

a year ago, the com-
mercialmaking com-

munity in New York was 
understandably disap-
pointed over the passage 
of landmark tax credit 
legislation designed to 
encourage filming in the 
Empire State. Theatrical features 
and TV programs, including tele-
films and series, were deemed 
qualifying projects for the incen-
tive. But conspicuous by their 
absence were commercials, a 
perennial New York business 
mainstay. 

The exclusion of spots was 
all the more ironic in that New 
York, home to Madison Avenue, 
is synonymous with the adver-
tising industry. The Association 
of Independent Commercial 
Producers (AICP) immediately 

took a proactive stance 
to remedy the situation. 
During its December 
2004 meeting in Los 
Angeles,  the AICP 
national board offered 
full support for an effort 
to help bring about a 
New York tax incen-

tive bill specifically designed for 
commercials. For one, the board 
approved the hiring of a major 
national lobbying firm, Wilson, 
Elser, Moscowitz, Edelman & 
Dicker, which helped open some 
doors in Albany, enabling the 
AICP to present its case to leg-
islators regarding the importance 
of commercialmaking to the New 
York economy.

Bipar t isan support  was 
drummed up in both the New 
York Assembly and Senate, to 
the point where there was a real 

chance to have a spots-only 
bill pushed through earlier this 
year. While that didn’t come to 
pass, the foundation had been 
laid for another bid, which now 
looks encouraging (see page one 
story).

For example, during the 
first go-around this past spring, 
Assemblyman Joseph Morelle 
(D-Rochester) enlisted more 
than 20 other State Assembly 
co-sponsors of the measure. Now 
the anti-runaway legislation 
has as its two major sponsors 
Assemblyman Morelle and Sen. 
Martin Golden (R-Brooklyn), 
with legislators in both houses 
on board.

The next key hurdle for the 
bill’s backers is to bring Gov. 
George Pataki’s camp into the 
equation so that the legislation’s 
cost is incorporated into the 

upcoming proposed state budget 
currently being worked on by the 
governor’s office.

The AICP can make a strong 
case for the passage of a tax cred-
it for commercials. The passage 
of the tax credit for features and 
television has served as a catalyst 
helping to significantly increase 
movie and TV program produc-
tion in New York, boosting the 
state economy.

Meanwhile spot production 
has decreased in New York. 
According to the independently 
conducted third annual survey 
of AICP member companies, 
Los Angeles’ share of spot shoot 
days in the U.S. rose from 46 
percent in 2003 to 53 percent in 
’04. However, New York showed 
a decrease from 21 to 18 per-
cent during that same time frame 
(SHOOT, 10/21, p. 40). AICP 

president/CEO Matt Miller said 
that this decline underscores the 
need for New York to implement 
incentives.

Supporters of the tax credit for 
commercials hope to bring the 
bill up for a vote during the New 
York legislature’s next session, 
which begins in January. While 
a lot can happen in the give-and-
take political wrangling that goes 
into arriving at a state budget, tax 
credit proponents seem guard-
edly optimistic over the pros-
pects of their measure gaining 
passage. Just getting to this point 
says much for the power of per-
severance and the commercial 
community’s resolve.

FLASHBACK
5 YEARS / 10 YEARS

❑ DECEMBER 1, 2000/Bicoastal/international Partizan has 
signed director Aaron Priest in what marks the helmer’s first 
commercial representation deal….In a move to help revitalize 
the agency, Ogilvy & Mather, Culver City, Calif., has hired 
Geoff McGann as creative director….Graphic design and pro-
duction boutique Eyeball NYC, New York, has hired executive 
producer Mike Eastwood….Fish Media, New York, a graph-
ics, animation and title design company founded in October 
1996, has added Niki Bern as a Flame artist….V12, a broad-
cast design and production company based in Hollywood, has 
formed a division, dubbed Project V12, to provide design, 
animation and production services for high-end Web sites and 
other interactive media….
❑ DECEMBER 1, 1995/Director Tenney Fairchild, formerly 
with Barking Weasel Productions, Los Angeles, has signed 
with Cucoloris, Venice, Calif., for exclusive spot representa-
tion….Heiko Hagemann, a director/cameraman through 
Meta Goldstern, his Hamburg, Germany and London-based 
production house, has signed with bicoastal The End for exclu-
sive spot representation in the U.S….Directors Paul Arden 
and Thomas Krygier of London-based production house 
Arden Sutherland-Dodd have gained exclusive U.S. repre-
sentation through bicoastal Smillie Films….Janet Luhrs 
resigned last week as executive director of the International 
Teleproduction Society (ITS). She had served in that capac-
ity since the post facility trade organization was formed 
nearly 10 years ago….

By Carey Melcher
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By Robert Goldrich
SANTA MONICA—Bicoastal 
Cosmo Street has added to its 
West Coast-based roster of edi-
tors, bringing Tessa Davis and 
Jason MacDonald on board, 
as well as promoting assistant 
Lawrence Young to full-fledged 
cutter.

At press time MacDonald 
was about to embark on his first 
job under the Cosmo Street ban-
ner, a package for Radio Shack 
via Arnold Worldwide, Boston. 
He comes over from Mad River 
Post, New York, where he ini-
tially was an assistant editor 
before being upped to editor.

Davis, formerly of Cutters, 
Venice, Calif.,  already has 
some Cosmo Street credits 
under her belt, having cut sev-
eral Miller spots for Crispin 
P o r t e r + B o g u s k y  ( C P + B ) , 
Miami. She is scheduled to edit 
some UPS long-form fare for 
The Martin Agency, Richmond, 
Va., as well as some commer-
cials for Frieda hair care prod-
ucts out of Kirshenbaum Bond 
& Partners, New York.

And Young has cut assort-
ed jobs at Cosmo Street, some 
prior to officially being named 
to its editors’ roster. Among 

NEW YORK—To promote the speed and quality of ATI 
Technologies’ new graphics card the Radeon X1800, 
rhinofx, New York, has created The Assassin—the third 

installation in a series of technical demonstrations featuring the character Ruby.
Prior to this project, the team at rhinofx created The Double Cross and Dangerous 

Curves to demonstrate the technical capabilities of the ATI Radeon X800 and 
Radeon X850 graphics cards, respectively. All three pieces involve Ruby facing 
dangerous adversaries in a futuristic environment. 

“If you compare Double Cross, which was the first one, with The Assassin, even 
to the lay person, you can see that there is a lot more going on and a lot more detail 
and the visual quality has been [improved],” related Callan McInally, manager of 
ATI’s 3D application research group. “To the educated user, somebody who works 
in game development or something like that, they’ll immediately notice that the 
number of environments there is much greater, the number of polygons is much 
greater, the shadows have moved from being hard shadows to soft shadows, there’s 
a bunch of subtle things like that.” 

Dirs. Palminteri, Johnson Join 
CFM For Spot Representation

Continued on page 11

Keeping With The Joneses: 
Directors Moland, Kates

Packer, Knowlton Launch Engine Room

Film, Which Demonstrates The Prowess of Radeon’s New Graphics 
Card, Was Also Adapted To Show That The Xbox Has Got Game

By Emily Vines

Continued on page 8

Editors Davis, MacDonald 
Move To Cosmo Street

Continued on page 11

By Robert Goldrich
NEW YORK–Creative Film 
Management  Internat ional 
(CFM), New York, has added 
two directors for spot represen-
tation: Chazz Palminteri and 
Jamie Johnson. A noted actor, 
Palminteri recently made his fea-
ture directorial debut with Noel 
starring Penelope Cruz, Susan 
Sarandon, Paul Walker and Alan 
Arkin. 

Meanwhile Johnson is a rela-
tive newcomer to film, debuting 
as a director with Born Rich, an 
HBO documentary that provided 
an insider’s look at the privi-
leges and drawbacks of being 
born wealthy. The subject matter 
was personal for Johnson who is 
an heir to the Johnson & Johnson 
fortune. His film chronicled 
the lives of young heirs whose 
names are associated with wealth, 
including Trump, Whitney and 
Bloomberg.

CFM president/executive 
producer Lou Addesso said that 
Johnson “adds a certain level 
of cache. With his associations 
to high society and [his] main-
stream appeal, he is sure to be 
a hit by bringing his own brand 
of youthful perspective to an ad 
campaign.”

Addesso cited Palminteri’s 
experience on both sides of the 
camera as being advantageous to 
spot clients. Palminteri received 
a best supporting actor nomina-
tion for his work in Bullets Over 
Broadway. Palminteri also had 
roles in such films as The Usual 
Suspects, Hurlyburly, Analyze 
This and A Bronx Tale. For the 
latter, Palminteri starred oppo-
site Robert DeNiro, who chose 
the script for his directing debut. 
Palminteri also has writing chops; 
he wrote the original A Bronx 
Tale script for the stage and per-

By Robert Goldrich
SANTA MONICA—Bicoastal 
The Joneses has signed direc-
tors Hans Petter Moland and 
Philip Kates for exclusive U.S. 
representation. This marks the 
first time that Moland has had 
a stateside roost for helming 
spots.

The Norwegian-born Moland 
began his career in America 
before returning to Europe 
where he firmly established 
himself directorially. Among 
his credits is the Norwegian 
Lottery’s “Ballroom Blitz,” 
which earned a Gold Lion at 
Cannes in 2001.  He is best 
known for his comedic story-
telling.

Meanwhile Kates has spent 

much of his career directing 
spots and music videos in 
Canada. Earlier he had been 
repped in the U.S. by bicoastal 
Headquarters and New York-
based Open Frame. Kates’ rep-
utation is in storytelling and 
skilled shot design. His work 
received a Bronze Lion at 
Cannes in ‘01 (Halls’ “Fore” 
out of J. Walter Thompson, 
Toronto) and several Gold and 
Silvers from Canada’s Bessie 
competition.

Moland said that several fac-
tors drew him to The Joneses, 
including the company’s bou-
tique size, its presence on both 
coasts, and his longstanding 

By Carolyn Giardina
BOSTON—Engine  Room, 
Beantown’s newest editorial and 
effects company, was recently 
opened by editor Don Packer 
and creative director/editor Scott 
Knowlton. The company is primar-
ily focused on advertising work, 
although the partners also intend 
to diversify into compositing for 
features and long-form television 
projects.

Both had been at Boston-based 
commercial post house Finish 
since the mid-‘90s. Packer—who 
served as Finish’s founder and 
COO—was with that entity when 
it launched in ’94, and Knowlton 
joined a year later. Earlier, Packer 
was employed at now defunct 
Videocraft and Knowlton edited at 

Video Visuals in Newton, Mass. 
Engine Room opens with an 

HD Flame/Smoke combo, an Avid 
Adrenaline and Macs with Final 
Cut Pro and Adobe After Effects. 
All flavors of SD and HD are sup-
ported.

Joining the Engine Room team 
are two additional Finish alums, 
editor Matt Rogers and producer 
Cheryl McKeever. “Having Cheryl 
and Matt with us is a huge asset,” 
said Packer. “Cheryl ran opera-
tions and was the backbone [at 
Finish] for years… Matt is a really 
great editor.  People love his atti-
tude and his skill set is tremendous 
on both Flame and Avid.”

Clients of the Engine Room 
editors include such Boston agen-
cies as Arnold Worldwide and 

Gearon Hoffman.
Since opening Engine Room, 

Knowlton handled visual effects 
and finishing on “Sound Dock,” 
an HD client-direct Bose spot 
for broadcast on a screen in New 
York’s Times Square. He also fin-
ished a New England Toyota cam-
paign for agency TCAA, Dedham, 
Mass., which was produced by 
Strader Films in Nashville and 
directed by Michael Merriman.

At press time, Packer was cut-
ting and Knowlton completing 
visual effects and HD finishing on 
a new campaign for GMAC via 
hybrid agency/production com-
pany Alchemy Creative in Boston; 
the campaign was directed by 
Alchemy’s Jeff Monahan.

Continued on page 15

Boston Editorial/Effects Shop Adds Editor Rogers, Producer McKeever 

Shop Also Promotes Young To Full Fledged Cutter

Rhinofx Helps Ruby Shine 
In The Assassin For ATI

Ruby in action



CoProSTo All AICP Member Companies:
There is a HUGE DISPARITY on commercial film sets and now is your chance to fix it.
To do what’s right.
To do what’s FAIR.
Now is your chance to bring PARITY to commercial production and provide the production 

team with health and pension benefits similar to those enjoyed by EVERYONE else on the crew.

The DIRECTOR runs the show AND has employer paid health and pension benefits.
The 1st A.D. runs the set AND has employer paid health and pension benefits.
The Director of Photography runs the camera and grip and electric departments and has employer 

paid health and pension benefits, as do EACH AND EVERY one of those in these departments.

The Production Designer, the Art Director, Art Department Coordinator, decorators, swing men, 

lead man, the ENTIRE Art Department has employer paid health and pension benefits, with the 

exception of the Art PA’s.
Wardrobe stylists, hair and make-up artists, script supervisors, van drivers, gang bosses, sound 

mixers, boom operators, VTR, Studio Teachers.... the ENTIRE crew lives with the security of a 

health and pension plan.
EVERYONE EXCEPT THE PRODUCTION TEAM.  We enjoy no such benefits.
We are the glue that holds the whole show together, the ones who make sure what is needed 

is where it’s needed when it’s needed.   Yet we have NO HEALTH OR PENSION BENEFITS.   

Commercial Production is a $5 BILLION a year industry, yet A FULL ONE THIRD of the 

working Asst. Production Supervisors in Los Angeles HAVE NO HEALTH INSURANCE AT ALL.

That is SHAMEFUL.
How can we, as an industry, justify such disparity.  How has it been decided that the Production 

Team should do without such fundamental necessities when they are provided by you to all of our 

fellow crew members?
CoProS is a network of working professional Prod. Supervisors, Asst. Prod. Supervisors and 

Line Producers who have come together to unionize the Production Department with OPEIU 

Local 174....to bring PARITY to our sets.  We need the benefits enjoyed by everyone else.  Our 

families need the security of a health and pension plan.  The time has come.  Please support our efforts.  Please stand up for EQUALITY and PARITY 

in production.  You, the members, the individual production companies that constitute the AICP, 

have the power to make change.  To improve lives.  To do what is fair.
We ask for your support.We invite you and the entire commercial industry to visit our website to 

learn more about us, our intentions, and our reasons for taking this stand.  Our goals are fair and 

they are just.  We urge your support.  
Wishing us all a happy and healthy holiday season,
CoProS and Local 174

www.coprosgroup.com
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in and for the second consecu-
tive year the total pool is in the 
1,500-plus range, it’s reasonable 
to conclude, said David Perry, 
chairman of the AAAA broadcast 
production committee, that cli-
ents are indeed shifting some of 
their TV investments into alter-

native media.
Perry, who is also executive 

VP/head of broadcast produc-
tion at Saatchi & Saatchi, New 
York, said the pattern of decline 
is becoming clear. He pulled out 
results of the AAAA report cov-
ering ’94 in which there were 
1,958 national commercials 
reported by study participants. 
In ’95, there were 1,932. Perry 
noted that over the past decade, 
the total number of national com-
mercials in the annual AAAA 
study database has plummeted 
some 19.3 percent.

“Ten years ago, there was 
concern voiced over declining 
TV viewership,” related Perry. 
“But back then, alternative new 
media weren’t mature enough to 
siphon off a significant amount 
of business. Now that’s no longer 
the case.” Perry specifically cited 
Internet advertising, and product 
placement in TV programs and 
theatrical features as media gain-
ing momentum.

Perry noted that the increase 
from 1,521 national spots in ’03 

to 1,579 in ’04 isn’t necessarily 
cause for optimism on the part of 
media traditionalists. This small 
hike could be attributed simply 
to the fact that one more agency 
participated in the ’04 study as 
compared to the prior year.

While Matt Miller, presi-
dent/CEO of the Association 
of Independent Commercial 
Producers (AICP), thinks that 
advertisers are clearly exploring 
new media, he doesn’t regard 
the AAAA study as reliable con-
firmation of that development. 
Though the declining AAAA 
survey database of commercials 
could suggest an alarming trend 
for traditional spotmaking, Miller 
contended it’s dangerous to jump 
to conclusions. Miller said that 
the agencies and the clients they 
represent change annually in 
the study, bringing into ques-
tion the viability of a comparison 
from one year to the next. “We 
don’t even know if these are the 
same agencies from year to year, 
much less the same clients.” He 
added that the report’s language 
describes “the majority of the 
top 20 agencies” as participating 
in the study. Miller asked if that 
majority is 11 agencies or 19 in a 
given year and how can you com-
pare the collective findings—and 
break out trends—if the study 
respondents are different from 
one survey to the next?

PRODUCTION COSTS
Indeed the AICP stance has 

been consistent over the years, 
questioning the AAAA study’s 
findings and its viability as an 
industry benchmark, particular-
ly when it comes to arriving at 
“average” costs.

Before getting into that debate, 
though, here’s an overview of the 
latest study’s results.

According to the AAAA 
report, the average cost of pro-
ducing a national commercial in 
’04—without agency commis-
sion or any other form of agency 
markup—rose three percent as 

compared to ’03. Extrapolating 
from a database of 1,028 national 
:30s as reported by 20 participat-
ing agencies, the AAAA report 
found that the average cost of a 
national :30 before agency com-
mission was $385,000 in ’04. 
That’s an increase from $372,000 
in ’03, based on a pool of 1,039 
national :30s.

When combining the body of 
:30s in ’04 with spots of other 
lengths, the 20 agencies repre-
sented a database of the earlier 
cited 1,579 national commer-
cials; the previous year yielded 
1,521 spots. The average per 
spot cost of those 1,579 commer-
cials, sans agency commission 
or other form of agency markup, 
was $338,000 in ’04, one percent 
more than the $336,000 average 
in ’03.

Perry viewed the increase of 
production costs for the “aver-
age” :30 as being relatively mod-
est, noting that three percent is 
just a hair more than the rise in 
the consumer price index. 

Most figures on average 
remained steady in ’04 as com-
pared to ’03, continued Perry. 
For example, the total director’s 
fee per :30 was $24,000 in ’04, 
the same as the prior year—as 
was the production company’s 
average markup which came 
in at 25 percent in ’03 and ’04. 
Furthermore, the average total 
production company net costs 
went up three percent from 
$247,000 in ’03 to $254,000 in 
’04.

The prime areas that showed 
a more significant swing from 
’03 to ’04 were editing and 
post, according to the AAAA 
study. The average cost to edit 
and complete an original :30 in 
’04 was $52,000—six percent 
more than in ’03. Video finish-
ing costs increased 25 percent 
in ’04, while sound recording 
mixing decreased 14 percent. 
Creative/labor fees showed a 15 
percent increase while the cost of 
an editor’s markup declined by 

eight percent to $3,300.
Perry said that even with this 

flux, the bottom line total costs 
remained about status quo from 
’03 to ’04. He conjectured that 
the post costs rose because that 
sector encompasses more than 
just editing and finishing. Perry 
said that visual effects, graphics, 
moving titles and other disci-

plines get bunched under the post 
category, which might represent 
the reason behind the larger per-
centage swing reflected in the 
AAAA survey.

FOREIGN FLUCTUATION
What appeared to be another 

major fluctuation this time around 
was in the international shooting 
arena. For ’04, the number of 
international productions—not 
counting Canada—increased 
dramatically in the AAAA study 
as compared to ’03. In ’04, agen-
cies participating in the survey 
collectively had 161 “interna-
tional” shoots, some 60 percent 
more than the 98 reported in ’03.  
One-hundred-and-sixty-one rep-
resents 10 percent-plus of the 
total 1,579 commercials in the 
’04 AAAA study database.

However, last year Perry 
voiced the concern that the inter-
national shoot figure of ’03 was 
in error. He theorized that some 
work might have been improperly 
categorized within the context of 
last year’s survey. For example, 

an agency might have reported 
a job being awarded to a New 
York production house, which 
was regarded as a job being shot 
domestically. But the New York 
production company might have 
gone on to shoot in a foreign 
country, meaning that the project 
was not accurately credited in the 
study as an international shoot.

Because of this possible 
inaccuracy, Perry said that the 
AAAA survey this time specifi-
cally included instructions as to 
what constituted an international 
shoot—and that the awarding of 
a job to a domestic house didn’t 
necessarily translate into that job 
being lensed stateside. Perry said 
this might have helped bring the 
international shoot figure of 161 
more in line with what had been 
accurately reported in the AAAA 
study for ’02, which was 166 
international shoot days.

New York shoots went up 
slightly from 137 in ’03 to 144 
in ’04. Los Angeles shoots went 
down marginally, from 422 in 
’03 to 411 in ’04.

“Out-of-town” shoots for Los 
Angeles production companies 
decreased from 172 in ’03 to 127 
in ’04. Similarly “out-of-state” 
shoots for New York produc-
tion houses dropped from 71 in 
’03 to 48 in ’04. The “out-of-
town” designation is difficult to 
pinpoint in that this description 
could refer to jobs lensed in other 
parts of the U.S.—or perhaps to 
shoots that went, for example, to 
Canada.

AICP PERSPECTIVE
Beyond questioning the meth-

odology of the AAAA study 
and thus the so-called averages 
and trends that come out of that 
report, AICP’s Miller said that 
even if one placed credence in 
the numbers, the resulting find-
ings are puzzling.

He cited as an example the bot-
tom line conclusion that produc-

Debate Continues Over Viability Of Annual AAAA Study
Continued from page 1
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Rhinofx’s director/creative 
director Harry Dorrington, who 
was also the writer on the films, 
explained that a polygon is “a 
wire mesh that makes up the 
amount of facets you can have 
to make up a model. So the 
more polygons, the more detail 
I can get into the model.”

CREATIVE ALLIANCE
Though ATI has an in-house 

demo team made up of a few 
programmers and artists, for the 
new products they were launch-
ing, McInally said they needed 
to “kick things up a level.” To 
do that, they either had to sig-
nificantly expand their internal 
team or find an expert partner.

After talking with several 
studios, McInally said rhinofx 
was the right choice because it 
understood what the company 
needed creatively and techni-

cally, including the “unique 
aspect of doing something in 
real time.”

To explain the element of 
real time, McInally compared 
it to spots or movies. For those 
media, he said, artists create 
computer graphics and will ren-
der out a sequence of frames that 
are played back at 30 frames 
a second. “What we do here 
is everything’s rendered at 30 
frames a second, so every 30th 
of a second the graphics card is 
actually calculating the scene, 
which means that the camera 
work isn’t fixed. So the user can 
pick up the mouse on one of our 
demos and can move the world 
around and everything is ren-
dered out sort of in full realism 
running at 30 frames a second.”

On ATI’s Web site at www.
ati .com/ruby, the company 
provides a movie version of 
The Assassin, which is a lin-

ear story that doesn’t require 
the graphics card. This will 
give you a sense of the story 
and its design. They also offer 
the demo, which requires the 
graphics card, at www.ati.com/
developer/demos/rx1800.html. 

“If you actually have the 
executable version that you 
can run on your computer with 
one of our graphics boards in it 

… if you pick up the mouse and 
move it around, the demo will 
actually freeze and it will let 
you fly around inside the envi-
ronment at that point—so you 
can actually freeze the action.” 
McInally shared. “Imagine 
you’re a cinematographer and 
you shouted freeze and every-
body that was acting suddenly 
froze and then you could move 
around the world, and it’s 
exactly like that—just by mov-
ing the mouse around, you can 
just fly around in the world.”

The graphics card Radeon 
X1800 was created for PCs; The 
Assassin, as previously men-
tioned, was meant to demon-
strate its capabilities. However, 
Microsoft approached ATI to 
help them sell the graphics 
capabilities of the new XBOX 
360 because ATI provided the 
graphic chip (Xenos) that goes 
in the console. To best dem-
onstrate the gaming console’s 
capabilities, ATI adapted The 
Assassin to the XBOX hardware 
and the demo ran at this year’s 
Electronics Entertainment Expo 
(E3) in Los Angles, a trade 
show for interactive entertain-
ment and educational software. 
The Assassin was also shown at 
SIGGRAPH.

ICONIC BRANDING
In addition to promoting 

its products, ATI wanted to 
create a character that would 
be a brand icon. For rhinofx 
managing director and partner 
Rick Wagonheim, this project 
was a bit different from the 

shop’s normal work because of 
the creative freedom involved. 

“Nobody ever comes to a stu-
dio with an absolutely blank 
canvas and gives us the oppor-
tunity to totally create the icon, 
which has somewhat been just 
conversation and more con-
ceptual at that point,” he said.

For Dorrington, the project 
was different from typical com-
mercial and film work because 
of the ATI technology inherent 
in the job. “We had to create 
the stuff in a way that is very 
disciplined and very controlled,” 
the writer/director noted. “So 
the models have to be built in 
a very precise way, the texture 
space has to be built in a very 
economical way.”  He explained 
that he was working to ensure 
maximum quality in a minimal 
amount of space because the 
content has to load into a com-
puter in a reasonable amount of 
time and space.

“This is totally alien to what 
we would normally be doing 
in commercials or film work 
and it’s that which is the big-
gest challenge, it’s creating cin-
ematic imagery that is going to 
sell the illusion, the fantasy that 
they wanted to achieve and get-
ting that to happen,” Dorrington 
said.

The three films featuring the 

character Ruby were targeted to 
a worldwide audience and she 
has become especially popular 
in Asia. McInally also explained 
that ATI has a gaming enthusiast 
following and Ruby has man-
aged to move beyond that core 
group to appeal to the main-
stream. “Ruby sort of became 
the corporate icon for ATI. We 
used her not only at the gaming 
tradeshows but at all the other 
trade shows and in a bunch of 
magazine advertisements and 
on box artwork or products,” he 
said.

Though he  wasn’t  sure 
about the details, the ATI man-
ager related that there have 
been Ruby look-alike contests 
abroad and one of the compa-
ny’s partners created a Ruby 
doll. “It’s been a huge testa-
ment to the success of Ruby as 
a brand,” McInally noted.

Wagonheim doesn’t think 
anyone expected the strong 
hold Ruby has garnered as 
an icon. “Nobody anticipated 
that they would wind up mer-
chandising a doll. They had 
all anticipated that it would 
be a global asset but not to 
the point where there would 
be live contestants vying to 
become the live Ruby and it 
just became a groundswell that 
grew and grew.”

Drew Mayer-Oakes
Film Marketing Manager
210.207.6730
Drew@FilmSanAntonio.com
FilmSanAntonio.com

Rhinofx, Ruby Team Up Again For ATI Technologies
Continued from page 4

Ruby's Adversary
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tion costs are up for the average 
national :30, and for national com-
mercials in general. Miller said that 
per the survey, the average cost of 
a location day and a shoot day are 
down while the average produc-
tion house markup and director’s 
fee are the same. These factors, 
he said, shouldn’t translate to an 
increase in overall average costs. 

From the study, continued 
Miller, it appears that the increase 
in finishing costs have skewed 
the overall AAAA averages up. 
The rise in finishing, conjectured 
Miller, might be due to advertis-
ers requesting multiple formats. 
But at the same time, music costs 
have decreased five percent for the 
average :30, per the study.

In the latter arena, costs are 
down primarily in the original 
music/sound design sector. By 
sharp contrast, major expenditures 
are being made for the licensing of 
famous songs. That cost has gone 
up for the average :30 a whopping 
40 percent, from $87,000 in ’03 to 
$122,000 in ’04.

Miller found the music figures 
interesting, but again is cautious 
about placing too much stock in 

the AAAA report, especially when 
it comes to striking averages and 
identifying trends.

He noted, however, that some 
AAAA study results—such as bid-
ding practices—corroborate the 
feedback he’s received from the 
production company community. 
The study, said Miller, cites growth 
in multiple as well as in cost-plus 
bids. “These are labor intensive 
areas for production companies 
without any assurances of actually 
being awarded the job,” related 
Miller. “[Production company] 
markup remains the same, accord-
ing to the study, while the process 
of booking and administering the 
job has gone up. The amount of 
bids has increased which doesn’t 
translate into increased income 
[for production houses].

Adding to the financial squeeze 
on production companies are “more 
restrictive and onerous client and 
cost consultant guidelines,” contin-
ued Miller, who also alluded to the 
slow payment problem, which was 
cited in the AICP’s own indepen-
dently conducted membership sur-
vey as the leading threat to the health 
of the commercial production house 
community (SHOOT, 10/21, p. 1).

Smoke/Flame Artist Victor Melton, experienced in commercials, documentaries, indepen-
dent features, music videos and broadcast graphics, has joined New York-based Fluid. He 
arrives from Houston’s Wild Blue Pictures/POV Editing and Visual Effects, where he 
was a digital effects artist and online editor. Melton hails from Buenos Aires, Argentina, and, 
prior to his move to the U.S. in 2002, was, for over 10 years, a graphics designer and edi-
tor at Buenos Aires-based post houses including Profilms/Videocolor and Post-Biónica. 
Inferno/Flame artist Steve Mottershead has come aboard Outside Editorial, New York. 
Dennis Moylan has joined Oak Park, Mich.-based Ringside Creative as executive producer. 
Moylan will oversee day-to-day operations for the company, which provides creative editorial, 
motion graphics design and print design services to advertising agencies. He was formerly 
director of graphics and design at Southfield, Mich.-based Postique. Editor Greg Edgar, 
formerly of Stealing Time, Toronto, has joined Panic & Bob Editing, Toronto. Following 
in the footsteps of AICE East, West, Chicago, Detroit and Toronto’s Trailer Park competi-
tions, the AICE Boston chapter created College Park, a contest for local college interns 
and students who have editing aspirations. Their challenge was to take the horror movie 
28 Days Later and turn it into a 80-second comedy trailer. Paul’s Place, SPOT, Panache 
Editorial and Editbar mentored and donated Avid time to the contestants. Associate AICE 
members Brickyard, National Boston Video Center, Mix One Studios and Cameron 
Editorial judged the entries. The winner, David Sous, was awarded an Avid Xpress Pro 
donated by Avid Technology, during a reception held at Editbar.….The Future Marketing 
Awards (FMA) 2006 will use Rushes’ and Ascent Media Group’s online digital library and 
archiving system, HUB, to enable global entrants to upload their submissions online, where 
they will be stored as digital files. HUB will also allow the international panel of FMA judges 
to view entries online from anywhere in the world…. 

Post-ItsAAAA Study Results Announced; 
Total Number Of Spots Is Declining
Continued from page 6
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years and contributed his ideas 
heavily in the development of its 
unique Control Dailies workflow 
technology. During this time he 
also worked closely with MTI to 
introduce and demonstrate the 
technology to potential customers.

Arguably one of the most 
influential leaders in commercial 
post for more than three decades, 
Chernoff—along with commer-
cial vets Steve McCoy and Charlie 
Chubak—co-founded commer-
cial editorial shop Filmcore in ’74, 
following by post house Encore 

Hollywood in ’85 and Encore 
Santa Monica (now R!OT) in ’96. 
In the late ’90s, the companies 
were acquired by what is today 
Santa Monica-headquartered 
Ascent Media Group. Chernoff 
served as president of Ascent 
Media Creative Services after the 

merging of the post entities into 
one group, until 2002.

Then, he retained the title 
of chairman of Ascent Creative 
Services, while pursuing other 
interests including his work at 
MTI and co-founding Beverly 
Hills-based consulting firm

Chernoff Touber Associates 
with former Ascent Media Creative 
Services COO Joshua Touber.

MTI was founded in ’81 and has 
long carried a strong reputation for 
its high level engineering exper-
tise—a key draw for Chernoff, 
who plans to further evolve the 
company by combining this talent 
with his practical perspective from 
the postproduction industry.

“My intent is to turn MTI into a 
world class DI company, offering 
tools for DI and the film restoration 
process,” he explained, adding that 
the direction would be toward 4k 
data-supported technologies. “One 
of the most significantly hard parts 
of DI is the coordination of appli-
cations in terms of metadata and 
media… Our objective is a suite 
of applications that harmonizes the 
DI process from beginning to end, 
[as well as] tools for restoration.”

Chernoff reported that most 
recently, version 5 of MTI’s Correct 
restoration tool went into beta, and 
he expects to show a final release 
by the National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB) convention 
next spring. He also aims to show 
2k data support in Control Dailies 
for NAB, while working on the 
longer term objectives.

With regard to his Ascent affili-
ation, Chernoff emphasized that 
he will be devoting 100 percent 
of his time to MTI, although he 
currently remains under contract 
at Ascent with the chairman title; 
that is slated for review in the near 
future, he related.

MTI Appoints Chernoff As Its CEO
Continued from page 1

Morris joined Pixar in early 
2005 as a producer; there, he 
is producing Andrew Stanton’s 
(Finding Nemo) new film, which 
is slated as Pixar’s summer ’08 
release.

His previously held post was 
president of Lucas Digital, top-
ping his 17 years at Lucasfilm.  

As president of Lucas Digital, 
Morris was responsible for the 
corporate entity and its two units, 
Industrial Light + Magic, and 
Skywalker Sound. Concurrently 
and prior to that, Morris served 
as ILM’s general manager, dur-
ing which time ILM created the 
groundbreaking, Academy Award-
winning visual effects seen in 
Jurassic Park, Death Becomes 
Her and Forrest Gump. Morris 

joined ILM in 1987, producing 
visual effects sequences for films 
and commercials.

He started his career as broad-
cast cameraman/editor, produc-
ing commercials at J. Walter 
Thompson, Foote, Cone & 
Belding, One Pass, and Arnold & 
Associates.

Lasseter, who is executive VP, 
creative, and a founding member 
of Pixar Animation Studios, over-
sees all of Pixar’s films and asso-
ciated projects. Lasseter directed 
Toy Story, A Bug’s Life and Toy 
Story 2.  Additionally, he executive 
produced Monsters, Inc., Finding 
Nemo, and The Incredibles. John
returns to the director’s chair with 
the animated feature film Cars, to 
be released June 9, 2006.

In 2004, Lasseter was honored 
by the Art Directors Guild with 

its Outstanding Contribution To 
Cinematic Imagery award, and 
received an honorary degree from 
the American Film Institute.

Lasseter earned a Special 
Achievement Oscar in 1995 for 

his inspired leadership of the 
Toy Story team.  His work on 
Toy Story also resulted in an 
Academy Award nomination for 
best original screenplay, the first 
time an animated feature had 
been recognized in that category.  
Later, Finding Nemo and The 
Incredibles each earned an Oscar 
for best animated feature film.

Lasseter also has written, 
directed and animated a number 
of highly renowned short films 
and television commercials for 
Pixar, including Luxo Jr. (1986 
Academy Award nominee); Tin 
Toy (1988 Academy Award win-
ner for best animated short film); 
and Knickknack (1989), which 
was produced as a 3D stereo-
scopic film.

In addition to categories 
offered last year, the 4th annual 

VES Awards competition has 
added a special venue project 
award, and split the gaming cat-
egory in order to honor both “real 
time” and “pre-rendered” visuals 
in a video game separately.

Lasseter, Morris To Receive Visual Effects Society Honors
Continued from page 1

John Lasseter Jim Morris
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his editing credits are Burger 
King directed by Paul Hunter of 
bicoastal HSI Productions for 
CP+B, another project for the 
same client and agency helmed by 
Martin Granger of bicoastal Moxie 
Pictures, and an American Legacy 
Foundation “Truth” assignment 
directed by Baker Smith of Santa 
Monica-based harvest for Arnold 
Worldwide, Boston, and CP+B.

A native of London, Young 
moved to Los Angeles a decade 
ago to pursue a career in pro-
duction and editing. He initially 
worked as a second assistant direc-
tor on spots and music videos. 
Young then moved to New York 
to work as an assistant editor at 
Mad River Post. While there, he 
developed a professional relation-
ship with editor Tom Scherma. 
Young eventually worked full time 
as Scherma’s assistant editor. Then 
when Scherma joined Cosmo 
Street in 2003, Young went along 
with him. Now Young is cutting 
his own projects.

SOUTH AFRICAN, CANADIAN 
ROOTS

Davis’ career began in her 

native South Africa.  From 
’99 to ’03, she was an edi-
tor for Orchestra Blue Post 
Production,  Johannesburg, 
turning out spots for such 
agencies as Ogilvy & Mather 
and Myriad.

In ’03, she relocated state-
side, assisting and editing on 
commercials and music videos 
for Aviddiva. She cut Justin 
Timberlake’s clip “Senorita” 
and Carl’s Jr ’s “Mechanical 
Bull ,”  which came out  of 
Mendelsohn/Zien Advertising, 
Los Angeles.

Davis then went to Cutters. 
Her recent credits include 
commercials (Clorets, Nissan), 
a documentary titled Pirates of 
the Caribbean II, and a feature 
documentary, Girl 27.

MacDonald’s industry roots 
are in Canada where he began 
editing in ’95. For four years 
he freelance cut music videos 
for Toronto houses like Raje, 
Hoodoo and Avion. By ’99, 
MacDonald edited 80-plus 
music clips for artists includ-
ing Sean Combs, Little Ax and 
Jesse Terrero.

MacDonald left Toronto to 
live in Costa Rica. A year later 
he returned to Canada, gar-
nering experience producing, 
directing and gripping before 
deciding to pursue commer-
cial editing. He worked briefly 
at a Toronto boutique before 
moving to New York where 
he landed an assistant editor’s 
gig at Mad River. A year and 
a half later he was promoted 
to editor. Among his editing 
credits are spots for Avis, Axe, 
Cheese Nips, Target, the NFL 
and Amber Rock.

Cosmo Street Adds Editors Davis, MacDonald
Continued from page 4

formed it as a one-man show. 
On the TV front, he recently 
starred opposite Ving Rhames 
in USA Network’s remake of 
the hit series Kojak.

Palminteri and Johnson fit 
the CFM profile of helping 
to transition feature film and 
TV directors into commer-
cials. The company also han-
dles spot representation for 
such filmmakers as Matthew 
Penn, Gregory Hoblit, Nick 
Cassavetes, Kaos, Sidney 
Lumet, John Leguizamo and 
Andrew McCarthy. Based on 
this lineup, CFM has devel-
oped a reputation in celebrity, 
dialogue and performance-
driven campaigns. The shop 
has turned out commercials 
for such clients as Coca-
Cola, Burger King, Cadillac, 
Volkswagen, Campbell’s, the 
National Football League, 
TD Waterhouse and Dunkin’ 
Donuts.

CFM Signs 
Directors 
Palminteri, 
Johnson

Jason MacDonald Tessa Davis Lawrence Young

Continued from page 4
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An extremely tall man 
struggles to make his 
way from a window seat 

on a cramped airplane to the 
bathroom and back in a new :60 
for Comcast/PBS KIDS Sprout 
titled “Tall.” Along the way, he 
inadvertently disturbs his fellow 
passengers, many of whom are 
trying to sleep. Judging by the 
disapproving looks they shoot 
his way, none of them has any 
sympathy for the lanky man’s 
plight. But, ultimately, we see 
that someone does understand. 
It’s a little girl seated nearby, 
who once the tall guy takes his 
seat, turns to him and simply 
says, “It’s not that easy being 
green,” eliciting a smile from 
the weary traveler.

Quietly effective, the spot 
is one of three—the other two 
are “Foreign Relations” and 
“Barney”—created by Goodby 
Silverstein & Partners (GS&P), 
San Francisco, and directed by 
Jeffery Plansker of bicoastal 
Supply and Demand, designed 
to promote the launch on 
Comcast Digital Cable of a new 
on-demand destination, PBS 
KIDS Sprout, which will offer 
programming for pre-schoolers 
24 hours a day.

In creating the spots, aimed 
at mothers, GS&P art director 
Stephen Goldblatt and copywrit-
er Al Kelly wanted to show “just 
how valuable PBS programming 
is as opposed to a lot of the other 
kids programming out there,” 
Goldblatt explained, noting, 
“Kids can watch the PBS pro-
gramming and can learn from it 
and apply it in the real world.” 
(In the case of the little girl in 
“Tall,” she picked up the “It’s not 
that easy being green” reference 
from Sesame Street’s Kermit the 
Frog.)

For his part, GS&P partner/
creative director Jamie Barrett 
loved the concept Goldblatt and 
Kelly came up with. “I just loved 
this notion that kids program-
ming in very real ways can influ-
ence how kids and, ultimately, 
adults behave in the real world,” 
Barrett mused.

Plansker was also impressed. 
“I thought the premise was 
extremely smart—the idea that 
PBS programming enables chil-
dren to go out into the world 
with something useful to say,” 
Plansker commented, noting the 
spots as presented to him were 
quite polished. “It’s becoming 
rarer these days for me to see 
ideas that I look at and don’t 
feel like I have to change in any 
way.”

As for why the agency hired 
Plansker to direct “Tall” and 
the other spots in the campaign, 
Barrett said it was because the 
director is a master of nuance 

and subtlety. “If you look at 
his work, you see he tries to 
underplay stories and events 
and characters. He lets you find 
the story as opposed to putting 
it in your face,” Barrett said, 
adding, “His work is always 
very sophisticated and filmic. 
We just thought that it would 
be a really interesting pairing, 
advertising for kids program-
ming being handled by some-
body like Jeffery with a real 
sophisticated eye.”

READY FOR TAKEOFF
Plansker  and  DP Kyle 

Kibbe shot “Tall” on a mock-
up of a commercial airliner 
cabin at Air Hollywood in San 
Fernando, Calif. Plansker has 
actually used Air Hollywood’s 
sets before—he recently shot a 
short film called The Lion Still 
Has Wings, which was part of 
the Sony Dreams project, at the 
facility.

Air Hollywood’s jet cabin 
set-ups are so convincing that 
it is easy to forget you’re not 
actually in a real airplane when 
you’re working there, accord-
ing to Plansker. “More than 
once [while shooting “Tall”], I 
was sitting in one of the pas-
senger seats talking about some 
aspect of this job and complete-
ly forgot I was on this stage. I 
thought I was in flight some-
where,” the director related.

While his set was ready-
made, casting the lead roles 
in “Tall” was a real challenge, 
particularly when it came to 
finding a really tall guy. “There 
just aren’t that many tall actors 
out there,” Plansker said, not-
ing he was looking for someone 
who stood well above seven-
feet tall. He finally found his 
man in actor Roger Morrissey, 
who not only met the height 
requirement but could also act.

Meanwhile, Sydney Sailor 
was cast as the little girl in the 
spot. Plansker said she was a 
real professional and easy to 
work with. “I grew up in a fam-
ily of five kids, so I have had 
a lot of practice with little sib-
lings, getting them to do my 
bidding,” Plansker said, laugh-
ing. “It felt like I was dealing 
with my little sister back in the 
day.”

Once the shoot wrapped, 
J im Hutchins of  HutchCo 
Technologies Inc., Los Angeles, 
cut “Tall.” Michael Anastasi of 
stimmung, Santa Monica, com-
pleted the sound design.

An interesting aside: It turns 
out that Morrissey, the actor 
who played the tall guy, wasn’t 
unknown to GS&P’s Barrett. 

TOP SPOT
OF THE WEEK

TOP SPOT OF THE WEEK TOP SPOT OF THE WEEK TOP SPOT OF THE WEEK TOP SPOT OF THE WEEK TOP SPOT OF THE WEEK 

Plansker Enables A Youngster To Share Words Of Wisdom
“Tall” Spot Out Of GS&P Promotes Value Of PBS KIDS Sprout Programming

By Christine Champagne

Client

Comcast/PBS Sprout.

Production Company

Supply and Demand, bicoastal.
Jeffery Plansker, director; Kyle 

Kibbe, DP; Tim Case, executive 

producer/managing partner; 

Dana Garman, executive pro-

ducer/managing director; Simon 

Barrett, producer. Shot on stage 

at Air Hollywood, Segundo, 

Calif.

Agency

Goodby Silverstein & 
Partners, San Francisco.

Jamie Barrett, partner/creative 

director; Stephen Goldblatt, art 

director; Al Kelly, copywriter; 

Cindy Epps, producer.

Editorial

HutchCo Technologies, Inc., 
Los Angeles.

Jim Hutchins, editor; Paul Rui, 

assistant editor.

Post

Company 3, Santa Monica.
Steve Rodriguez, colorist.

Audio

Lime Studios, Santa Monica.
Loren Silber, mixer.

Principal Talent

Roger Morrissey and Sydney 

Sailor.

“As a tall person, I always like 
to give opportunities to other 
freakishly tall people, Barrett, 
who stands six-foot-six, shared 
laughing, “and I did a com-
mercial about ten years ago for 
Nike, and we needed to find the 
tallest person we could. We cast 
this guy [Morrissey] in L.A. 
Then when we were casting this 
commercial, we said we needed 
the tallest guy in L.A., and this 
same guy showed up. I thought 
it was funny that this guy is 
clearly carving out a living as 
the designated tall guy.”
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Five famous paintings are brought to life 
through animation–however even those 
unfamiliar with these works are drawn into 

the storyline which plays out like a helter skelter 
adventure. We open on a medieval warrior in the 
throes of battle. (Art aficionados would realize 
he is in Eugene Delacroix’s noted painting “The 
Battle of Taillebourg”.)

The warrior isn’t just embroiled in a conflict; it 
becomes clear that he has a conflict raging within. He breaks his sword across his knee and 
flees the scene, apparently no longer wanting to inflict death and injury upon others.

He ends up, though, in a totally different environment, snowboarding down a steep moun-
tain (from Katsushika Hokusai’s “Gaifu Kaisei”). 

But there’s no rest for the weary. The odyssey continues as he comes down the incline to 
find himself disrupting a picnic in a Victorian-style setting (from Georges Seurat’s “Sunday 
Afternoon on the Island of La Grand Jatte”).

Next our protagonist is in a sandy beach-like scene, running for his life from a giant-sized 
leg that’s looking to stomp him out of existence. Unfortunately this leg can see where it’s going 
because it has a giant eye perched atop it (from Joan Miro’s “Manbirdstone”).

Escaping with his very life, the warrior comes upon a slightly ajar door–from which bril-
liant illumination comes forth, with the musical accompaniment of the workers’ song “Which 
Side Are You On.”  It’s as if nirvana is on the other side (from Rene Magritte’s “La Victoire”). 
But we never see what lurks beyond that door.

Instead we get an eye-opening perspective as the camera reveals we are indeed in an art 
gallery, with the five paintings proudly on display,  hung in a row.

The :60 concludes with a message appearing against a dark backdrop: “Keep Walking,” 

which is the slogan for Johnnie Walker’s Scotch whisky brand. We then see the Johnnie 
Walker icon character next to the slogan.

This journey across paintings hanging in an art gallery–going through history and finally 
to the present–was attained through a mix of painstaking traditional animation and computer 
graphics from Aardman Animations, Bristol, U.K., for agency Bartle Bogle Hegarty (BBH), 
London. There’s also a smattering of live action when we arrive at the art gallery.

The BBH team consisted of creative director John Hegarty, art director Justin Moore, copy-
writer Steve Robertson and producer Alice Peppiatt.

Bobby Proctor and Pat Gavin directed for Aardman, with John Woolley executive pro-
ducing, Fred de Bradeny serving as production manager and Stephanie Shaw as production 
coordinator. De Bradeny also was first assistant director for the live-action unit. The DP was 
Peter James.

Aardman’s supervising animators were Sergio Delfino, Shaun Magher, Mark Williams, 
Adam Cootes and Bram Ttwheam. Animators included Williams, Cootes, Pascale Bories, 
Henry Lutman and Tom Gavin. Among the modelers were Lutman, Cootes, Ttwheam, Mikey 
Ford, Tom Lord, Jay Clarke and Steve Roberts. Technical directors were Tom Downes and 
Philip Child.

In-house editor was Dan Williamson. Post facility was The Mill, London.

BBH Creates Personal Journey From One Classic Painting To The Next

“Come See My World”

THE BEST WORK YOU MAY NEVER SEE THE BEST WORK YOU MAY NEVER SEE THE BEST WORK YOU MAY NEVER SEE THE BES 

By Robert Goldrich

By Robert Goldrich

Film is a universal language. 
That’s why this charming 
:30 promoting the Chicago 

International Children’s Film 
Festival is so apropos in that it 
deploys kids from different parts 
of the world speaking in their 
native tongues. For those of us not 
fortunate enough to be bilingual, 
much less multilingual, we finally 
understand what each is saying 
when towards the middle of the 
commercial we hear an American 
girl speak in English, “The 
Chicago International Children’s 
Film Festival.”

Animation playfully helps tran-
sition the spot from one kid to 
the next–the first animated visual 

being a film reel which rolls 
toward the first child; later, 
animated flowers bloom 
around another youngster. 
This feel-good spot ends 
with all the kids on camera, 
beneath a giant admission 
ticket to the 22nd annual 
festival, which contains 
the dates of the event (Oct. 
27-Nov 6). Also appear-
ing below the ticket are a 
phone number and Web site 
address (www.cicff.org) for 
those interested in getting more 
info. The opening night festival 
gala was hosted by actor/director 
Harold Ramis.

“Come See My World” was 
directed by Karen Carter of Ebel 

Productions, Chicago, for DDB 
Chicago.

Carter related that during the 
shoot day, “We had 33 children 
speaking over 17 languages. It was 
the United Nations of Kids....The 
idea of the spot is kids inviting 

other kids to the festival.”
The director added, “I 

want to teach my children 
about the world outside 
their front doors and com-
municate how important it 
is to embrace our differenc-
es. I know that the Chicago 
International Children’s 
Film Festival helps pro-
vide that through a visual 
medium my kids enjoy 
most–film.”

The event is billed as the 
largest festival of films for children 
in North America; it featured more 
than 200 animated and live-action 
films from 40 countries. Carter 
has been involved with the fest for 
10-plus years as a juror as well as 

a filmmaker. Her film Me In A Box
was shown at the 2000 festival.

Jason Schet t ler  execu-
tive produced the spot for Ebel 
Productions, with Amy DiPrima 
serving as producer and Jay Riippi 
as production manager. The DP 
was Alan Thatcher.

For DDB, creative director was 
Gary Alfredson and the writer was 
Sandy Suminski.

Editor was Kim Salter via 
Vitamin, Chicago. Audio post 
mixer/sound designer/music com-
poser was Skooby Laposky of 
Oratai Sound Salon, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 

Elliot Lim and Matt Wilson of 
Vitamin served, respectively, as 
animator and 3-D effects artist.

U.K.’s Aardman Goes For A Walk On The Wild Side
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By Emily Vines

To launch the new music 
service Virgin Digital, 
c rea t ives  a t  Ground 

Zero, Los Angeles, partnered 
with design/directing collec-
tive National Television to 
encourage people to “Exercise 
Their Music Muscle.” Though 
National Television is a col-
lective, the members—Chris 
Dooley, Brumby Boylston and 
Brian Won who serve as co-
creative directors and Steiner 
Kierce who is head of produc-
tion—run their own shop in 
Los Angeles where they work 
as designers, directors and ani-
mators.

For the short film on www.
VirginDigital.com, National 
Television designed a narrative 
made up of well-known song 
titles. For example, in the open-
ing sequence of the animated 
video, the letter “I” shoots a 
sheriff (“I Shot the Sheriff”) 
and the soul of the sheriff 
ascends in to heaven. Up in the 
clouds there is an eye (“Eye 
in the Sky”) that cries tears 
(“Tears in Heaven”), which fall 
to the ground as “Purple Rain.” 
The action continues, but part 
of the fun of the clip is figur-
ing out the songs based on the 
illustrations. 

Art director Rodrigo Butori 
explained that Virgin Digital 
offers more than just music; 
they also offer in-depth infor-
mation about artists includ-
ing biographies and links to 
musicians who influenced one 
another. The service is designed 
for music junkies and the idea 
behind the video is to challenge 
those music enthusiasts.

When the agency approached 
National Television with the 
project, the creatives had a list 
of songs in place. Of course, all 
of the songs had to be part of 

the Virgin Digital library.
With a substantial amount 

of songs—the final official 
count is 35—the agency want-
ed to “show the breadth that 
you would get from this Virgin 
Digital music service,” Dooley 
shared. From there, it was up to 
National Television to develop 
the aesthetic and a seamless 
presentation.

“To link one song to the 
other and get an interesting 
narrative was a big, big chal-
lenge,” Butori said. “And the 
people who probably had the 
most headaches were the guys 
at National Television because 
this was probably a really hard 
thing to animate, we were so 
picky.” He went on to say it 
had to “work as one solid piece 
and not feel like a bunch of 
images attached with no feeling 
or sense of continuity.”

Once the collective began 
designing the video, Dooley 
compared it to a house of cards 
since each element was depen-
dent on the next. “It became this 
delicate thing we were working 
with where you couldn’t move 
one thing without replacing it 
with something sort of equal 
or something that was going to 
take you to the next thing,” he 
remarked.

TIMELESSNESS
To create the imagery, the 

designers began by building 
frames in Photoshop and using 
them as a road map. From there, 
they figured out how to cre-
ate each element and, Dooley 
explained, the biggest feat was 
creating the whole thing in 
After Effects with a 2D com-
positing program. Boylston 
added that after the characters 
were illustrated, they created 
the individual character anima-
tion, separate from the back-

grounds, and then composited 
the two elements together.

I t  was important to the 
design team to create a style 
that wouldn’t tie into a specific 
era of music since the song ref-
erences in the video span six 
decades of music. Of the over-
all aesthetic, Dooley described 
the style as Victorian collage 
while Butori suggested it also 
has watercolor qualities.

Boylston pointed out that 
the style provides an element 
of surprise. “You don’t really 
associate this illustration style 
with current popular music,” he 
said. “If we were to have done 
this with current style illustra-
tions or something that would 
seem trendy, then it might 
maroon this thing into being 
only read by a certain group of 
people.”

Though this entire project 
is about music, finding the 
right music to propel the action 
proved to be somewhat diffi-
cult. Eventually “Sing Sing” by 
Serena Ryder was selected.

“The Serena Ryder song was 
a really big challenge for us to 
find,” Butori said. “We were 
looking at music that would 
somehow talk about music in a 
very interesting way so we went 
through like Carpenters ‘Sing 
(Sing a Song)’ to ‘Pumping on 
Your Stereo’ from Supergrass 
and then we ended up with 
Serena Ryder, which we felt 
was a really strong voice that 
could easily be a theme for 
Virgin Digital.”

Additionally, Boylston noted 
that “Sing Sing” was an ideal 
fit for the visually oriented clip 
because the lyrics in the percus-
sion-driven song don’t interfere 
with the story that unfolds on 
the screen.

Ground Zero also created 
print ads for the campaign, 

which are driving traffic to the 
site. And the clip can be sent to 
a friend from the Web site.

Accord ing  to  Na t iona l 
Television, the aforementioned 
Won should also be credited as 
the designer on the spot while 
Boylston was also a 2D anima-
tor. Additional credit for the 
production through National 
Television goes to the fol-

lowing freelancers: Wonhee 
Lee, Kevin Walker and John 
Nguyen, 3D animators; Nguyen 
and Camille Chu, 2D anima-
tors; and Ben Lee, for addi-
tional illustrations.

At  Ground Zero  credi t 
goes to Court Crandall, cre-
ative director; Kristina Slade, 
copywriter; and AnneKatherine 
Friis, producer. 

Virgin Digital Short Challenges Enthusiasts’ Musical Literacy
IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWORK IWO

www.entertainmentpartners.com
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The Joneses Signs Dirs. Moland, Kates
relationship with its executive 
producer Mel Gragido. The two 
worked together years ago at 
the then Giraldi Productions 
back when Moland was a pro-
duction assistant.

M o l a n d  m a i n t a i n s 
Norwegian house The Moland 
Film Company. Among his lat-
est work there are spots for 
Statoil  via McCann, Oslo, 
Norwegian Lottery for DDB 
Oslo, and Codan Insurance, 

out of Agitator, Oslo. Moland 
also has feature filmmaking 
experience, having directed 
The Beautiful Country, which 
starred Nick Nolte and was 
released last year in the U.S. 
by Sony Pictures Classics. He 
is currently in postproduc-
tion on the movie The School 
Teacher Pedersen.

Among Kates’ endeavors are 
a series of spots for Greco Pizza 
and ads for Dodge, Honda and 
Budweiser. While he is often 

associated with comedy fare, 
Kates has delved into the dra-
matic. For example, a recent 
PSA for  Mothers  Agains t 
Drunk Drivers (MADD) via 
Saatchi & Saatchi, Toronto, 
shows a police officer stopping 
a carload of teenagers who 
have been caught drinking. 
Graphics inform viewers that 
this is a reenactment of a trag-
edy that results in death—pre-
sumably of the teens. Another 
graphic later reveals that it 

was the policeman who died 
when he was hit by a drunk 
driver while talking with 
the teens.

Kates and Moland join 
a directorial roster at The 
Joneses which consists of 
the Goetz Brothers, Zosimo 
Maximo, Derek Richards, 
D o n  B u r g e s s ,  A d a m 
Rosenblatt, Glenn Ashley, 
Adam Jones, Gary Weiss 
and Lara Shapiro. Gragido 
i s  the  company’s  West 
Coast executive producer. 
Pam Rohs is exec producer 
on the East Coast.

Continued from page 4

Hans Petter Moland

LOS ANGELES—Jim Chabin, 
who’s served as CEO for Promax/
BDA since 2002, has agreed to 
continue in that role until 2010. 
Chabin has an extensive track 
record at Promax/BDA, a global, 
nonprofit association dedicated to 
advancing the role and effective-
ness of promotion, marketing and 
broadcast design professionals in 
the electronic media.

Chabin’s first tour of duty at 
the organization was from ’92 to ‘ 

99 as it president. During that ten-
ure, he was credited with raising 
awareness not only about the posi-
tive contributions of Promax/BDA 
members to the industry at large, 
but also the importance of brand 
marketing.

In ’99, Chabin left to join the 
Academy of Television Arts & 
Sciences. In November ’02 he 
was wooed back to Promax/BDA 
where he embarked on an ambi-
tious agenda. Under Chabin’s 

leadership over the past three 
years, the organization’s global 
reach has expanded with the addi-
tion of conferences and award 
programs in Arabia, China and 
India. Established annual events in 
North America, Europe and Latin 
America were revitalized. Promax/
BDA’s expansion also entailed 
making inroads into Africa and 
the Russian broadcast market. The 
organization additionally intro-
duced international one-day pro-

motion and marketing seminars 
in many key Asian territories last 
year, including Bangkok, Manila, 
Hong Kong and Jakarta.

Chabin also helped in the cre-
ation of The Robert Neer Promax/
BDA Promos.tv Collection, a 
project developed in conjunction 
with Promos.tv and the Library 
of Congress, Washington, D.C., 
which created the largest collec-
tion of TV promos in the world. 
Commemorating the 50th anni-

versary of the Promax/BDA 
founding, the collection contains 
more than 6,900 winning promo-
tional spots from Promax/BDA 
competitions worldwide since 
’99 and will be available to the 
public as part of  the Library’s 
permanent collection. Materials 
in the collection will be available 
for access by researchers at the 
Motion Picture, Broadcasting and 
Recorded Sound Division at the 
Library of Congress.

Chabin Signs On For Five More Years As Promax/BDA CEO
Spearheaded Global Expansion Of The Association Into Varied Markets
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The culture is not something static so we 
don’t really spend time trying to main-
tain it. We spend more time trying to 
change it,” states Alex Bogusky, partner/
executive creative director at Crispin 
Porter + Bogusky (CP+B), Miami. That 
constantly evolving agency creative cul-

ture has been behind truly innovative marketing solu-
tions for the likes of Burger King, Mini Cooper, Virgin 
Atlantic Airways, the Miller Brewing Company, and the 
American Legacy Foundation. (CP+B shares lead status 
on the latter account with Arnold Worldwide, Boston.) 

A lot has changed since SHOOT selected CP+B as 
its agency of the year in 2003—for one the shop has 
gotten bigger, having added Burger King, and more 
recently Sprite; CP+B will welcome its largest account, 
Volkswagen, later this month. More accounts mean more 
people, a bigger office, and increased billings—$500 
million today vs. $250 million two years ago. What 
hasn’t changed though, is the creative product. Whether 

a fully integrated effort like Mini’s “Counterfeit,” which 
encompassed TV, the Web, print and DVDs or a cinema 
spot like Gap’s “Dust,” no agency at the moment seems 
to have such a prescient ability to navigate an ever-chang-
ing media landscape. 

Toward that end, the agency explores concepts that 
highlight product attributes, while resonating with popu-
lar culture. “In general, we’re trying to create a big idea 
that’s an original idea that comes directly out of a prod-
uct and has an element that will hook into pop culture,” 
explains Andrew Keller, VP/creative director at the agen-
cy, who oversees the BK account along with VP/creative 
director Rob Reilly. Keller also oversaw the agency’s 
output on Mini, until the shop resigned the account to 
make way for VW.

For each of its clients, the agency starts with the con-
cept, not the media it will appear in, all in an effort to 
bring a product and what it offers to the forefront. “We 
still work from the idea out,” explains Bogusky. “It’s hard 
for a lot of new people to get used to. Because there are a 

lot of sacrifices that get made. We will do what we think 
is right for the larger idea in each medium and sacrifice 
a ‘creative’ execution in favor of one that supports the 
whole of the idea.

“We’re pretty big on believing that ideas that seep into 
pop culture are what does the real work in a market,” 
he continues, “and that an execution within that idea 
has much less power to do anything—the commercial 
doesn’t change behavior no matter how funny. It’s the 
catalyst that it is delivering that has the power to change 
behavior.” To get the proper insight into popular culture, 
the agency works with cultural anthropologists and social 
scientists.

And while many agencies—and clients—talk about 
the consumer being in control of the advertising they 
take in, and using alternative media and new technolo-
gies to reach those consumers, few have succeeded as 
well as CP+B in making that talk a reality. When asked 

Cruising To New Cruising To New 
Creative HeightsCreative Heights

Crispin Porter + BoguskyCrispin Porter + Bogusky
By Kristin Wilcha

Continued on next page
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what makes the agency so suc-
cessful at integrated marketing, 
Bogusky notes, “I think [it] just 
goes back to the way the ideas 
are created. They don’t usually 
start as broadcast so the integra-
tion may be done before we even 
get started.”

Indeed, creatives remain truly 
media neutral until an idea is 
solidified. “If the center of the 
idea is a game,” relates Bogusky 
as an example, “and we add TV 
and outdoor, the thing looks—
and is—pretty integrated right 
away. It’s also how we tend to 
impress each other here in the 
halls,” he jokes.

THE CULTURE
Bogusky isn’t terribly con-

cerned with whispers about 
whether or not the shop can 
keep up its creative reputation 
as it grows in size. “I’m funny 
because I don’t think of any-
thing as permanent—even for an 
instant,” he muses. “So the idea 
of keeping up with a reputation is 
very foreign to my way of think-
ing. There are times when I get 
exposed to that way of thinking 
and I begin to buy into it a little 
bit, and it creates a lot of worry 
very quickly. But I just remind 
myself that trying to repeat the 

past is somebody else’s idea of 
success and not mine. Then the 
pressure disappears and I can 
enjoy myself again.”

And while the agency has 
been staffing up, the creative 
department’s structure remains 
relatively flat, without many 
layers. The creative structure 
encourages collaboration. While 
creative directors oversee spe-
cific accounts, those artisans 
also work on other projects. For 
instance, Tom Adams, a VP/cre-
ative director who oversees the 
American Legacy Foundation 
work and Slim Jim, has copy-
written several ads for BK. 
“There are no groups here,” 
explains Reilly. “We have who-
ever’s available in the agency to 
work on different things—there 
may be five teams on a project, 
or three teams, or sometimes the 
whole agency is working on a 
project. … It’s too much of a 
candy store, to say ‘OK, you’re 
only working on Burger King, or 
you’re only working Truth.’ ”

Reilly also credits Bogusky 
and the partners at CP+B for “set-
ting up everybody who works 
here to win. They’ve made it so 
we have great clients who want 
what we’re selling, and then 
you’re really given the freedom 
to come up with an idea.” 

Despite the agency’s growth, 

Bogusky, who’s always had a 
very hands-on role with his cre-
ative department, has been able 
to maintain his input into the pro-
cess. “So far it seems like both 
our clients and the folks here 
want that to continue which is 
great with me because I really 
love what I get to spend my time 
doing. In general, I prefer to be 
hands on with the work than 
hands on with a meeting,” states 
Bogusky. “We’ve got a great pro-
cess that makes that possible. So, 
as people grow and take on more 
responsibility, it hasn’t forced 
me away from the work. I’ve 
become more of a collaborator, 
which is a joy.”

Most of the senior-level cre-
atives at CP+B have been with 
shop for some time—Bogusky 
joined the agency in 1989, while 
Keller and Adams have been 
there for over seven years, and 
Reilly has a nearly three-year 
tenure. What does it take to be a 
successful creative at the agency? 
For one, notes Keller, rock stars 
need not apply. “We’re very clear 
about what we stand for and what 
we do,” he explains, “so clients 
know what they’re getting into, 
and people who come to work 
here know what they’re getting 
into. The playbook is there for 
everybody to see, so there aren’t 
any real surprises.”

“We don’t really know,” says 
Bogusky of what makes a cre-
ative fit in the CP+B culture. 
“But to anybody out there that 
feels like they couldn’t get a job 
here because they don’t have 
the pedigree, you should know 
that’s BS. We’re mostly made up 
of people who have been reject-
ed and or thrown out of every 
decent agency in the land. So 
we’re always looking for mutts 
with talent and a willingness to 
throw down.”

NEW BUSINESS
In the coming year, the shop 

will test its creative mettle on 
the VW account, one of the most 
storied in advertising history, 
with a rich creative heritage 
stretching from the 1960s at the 
venerable Doyle Dane Bernbach, 
New York, through to some if its 
most recent work from Arnold 
Worldwide, Boston. “It is a huge 
honor and responsibility and we 
are taking it very seriously,” says 
Bogusky. “We just want to dig in 
and find a path for their business 
and their brand through what 
have become very challenging 
times. Their sales are way off, so 
a lot of what we will be focusing 
on is getting people into dealer-
ships and making the Web expe-
rience world-class again.”

“VW is one of the greatest 
brands—let alone automotive 
brands—that have existed,” 
states Keller. “…It feels like 
there’s never been anything 
done that’s not good, and if there 
was, you just don’t remember it. 
You think VW has had the most 
incredible advertising that’s ever 
been done, and the thing that all 

the work has in common is that 
at that moment the advertising 
found what was absolutely right 
for the brand and its relationship 
with culture.”

It’s certainly a relationship 
that CP+B wants to contribute 
to in a big way. “It’s all a daunt-
ing task,” says Bogusky, “and I 
think we will probably have to 
go through a gauntlet of criticism 
to get there, but in the end I think 
we will do some great work and 
turn the business around—and 
with a little luck create a new 
way to brand a car company. 
That industry and the marketing 
model [behind it] is outmoded 
and obsolete. [Carmakers] are 
falling short of customer expec-
tations and to create something 
as sophisticated as a Nike in auto-
motive will be the end goal.”

CP+B’s other big account win 
of 2005 was Sprite. The shop was 
already on the Coca-Cola ros-
ter, working on Coke Zero. The 
agency has already started work 
on Sprite, though it’s too soon in 
the process for details. “Sprite is 
one those brands that’s always 
been great,” relates Keller, who’s 
working on the new the Sprite 
effort, and will likely be work-
ing on VW, given his success on 
Mini. “Its done great stuff within 
pop culture, and has had a great 
voice.”

THE WORK
While winning new business, 

the shop has continued to turn out 
creative gems for Burger King, 
Slim Jims, Mini Cooper, and the 
American Legacy Foundation. 
For Burger King, the agency 

CP+B Embraces Change, Builds Brands Across Varied Platforms

MDC Breaks Away From Holding Pattern
Company serves as strategic partner to varied ad agencies, including CP+B.

By Robert Goldrich

An entity with minority and majority 
ownership stakes in various ad agencies 
is generally referred to as “a holding 

company.” But the founder/chairman/president/
CEO of MDC Partners—which holds a minor-
ity interest in SHOOT’s Agency of the Year, 
Crispin Porter+Bogusky (CP+B)—dismisses 
that description when applied to his firm.

“We’re not a holding com-
pany,” says Miles Nadal of 
MDC, which is traded on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange and 
on NASDAQ. “We’re an oper-
ating group, a strategic partner 
for a network of entrepreneur-
ial firms. We provide financial 
support and other resources 
to help [creative ad shops]….
For example, we’re very much 
involved in the strategy and 
structure of incentive plans 
because attracting and retain-
ing talent is critical to an agen-
cy’s success.”

MDC holds a stake in sev-
eral hot creative ad shops, such 
as Cliff Freeman and Partners, 
New York, Kirshenbaum Bond+Partners, New 
York, Margeotes Fertitta Powell, New York, 
VitroRobertson, San Diego, Mono, Minneapolis, 
Colle+McVoy, Minneapolis, and Zig, Toronto.

Nadal defines MDC’s role as being sup-
portive of those agencies, freeing them to be as 
creative as possible. MDC bought a 49 percent 

stake in CP+B in 2001. Chuck Porter, chairman 
of CP+B, says, “We’ve had some explosive 
growth and we’ve been courted by a lot of 
networks. From the day we met them, MDC 
Partners was uniquely appealing as a partner 
because their priority was to keep us in the 
game and let us do what we do best.”

By contrast, the typical stigma attached to 
so-called “holding companies” is that they have 
become bottom-line driven to a fault, at times 

diminishing rather than nurtur-
ing the creative cultures at ad 
agencies. Ironically, the health 
of those creative cultures is 
integral to a successful bottom 
line over the long haul.

“Our role is to facilitate, 
not mandate,” relates Nadal. 
“We’re not looking for attribu-
tion in terms of our role as it 
relates to the agencies we part-
ner with.” He notes that CP+B 
owes its success to its “bril-
liant people and their passion 
to build brands, which have 
led to the agency being in a 
league of its own creatively.”

Nadal adds, “The timing has 
also been fabulous in that there’s 

now a growing realization in the marketplace 
that how many offices you have, how many 
countries you’re in, isn’t all that relevant. To 
create in ways that define and contribute to the 
brand has become keenly valued and that is 
what has helped spur [CP+B] on to its phenom-
enal success.”

Alex Bogusky

Miles Nadal

Continued on page 23
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Crispin Porter + Bogusky (CP+B), 
Miami, is noted for its ability to 
produce work across multiple plat-
forms—online, cinema, TV, print, out-
door—in striking ways. Its production 
department—appropriately called the 
integrated production department—is 

about to get a lot busier; the shop will welcome the 
Volkswagen account later this month. And Coca-Cola’s 
Sprite recently came aboard the agency’s client roster. 
Other accounts at the shop include Burger King, the 
American Legacy Foundation, and the Miller Brewing 
Company.

To accommodate the growing client list, the depart-
ment is staffing up. Rupert Samuel, VP/director of inte-
grated production at the agency, expects to add substan-
tially to the 50 or so staffers—by January the department 
should be up to 72. Though producers in the department 
are referred to as integrated producers—as opposed to 
broadcast or interactive producers—Samuel relates that 
he’s looking for people with strong interactive skills, 
since the shop has been doing more interactive work in-
house for all its clients, and will welcome Volkswagen’s 
Web site, www.VW.com. 

“I think chemistry is a big key, and finding people 
who know how to work within our realm,” says Samuel 

of what he looks for in a would-be CP+B producer. “We 
work at a very fast pace, which I think might be slightly 
different from the way other agencies might operate.”

Word of mouth is Samuel’s primary strategy for find-
ing new talent. He often looks to his vendors, whom he 
says he finds trustworthy and reliable, for recommen-
dations. In addition to chemistry and “a certain level 
of intuition,” Samuel searches for specific skills in his 
producers. “For a senior producer they obviously have to 
have a really good base of traditional knowledge in terms 
of production, also with some outreach into the whole 
world of interactive and Web content development,” he 
says. “To me, it’s just having the base knowledge to make 
things happen and being able to go out and make content 
happen on the twist of a dime.”

SHIFTING
This year, the department re-branded itself as the inte-

grated production department; rather than having broad-
cast, interactive and art buying as separate departments, 
all three are now under one umbrella. Samuel, who was 
formerly co-director of the department along with David 
Rolfe (who moved to DDB Chicago in August to become 
senior VP/director of branded production), says he and 
Rolfe decided to remodel the department as the agency 
increasingly ventured into fully integrated campaigns, 

like the award-winning “Counterfeit” campaign for the 
Mini Cooper which encompassed a DVD, online compo-
nents and broadcast spots. (Bryan Buckley of bicoastal/
international Hungry Man directed; the agency resigned 
the Mini account when it was awarded VW.) “We knew 
that all the content was coming through different areas, 
and there was a lack of communication between the three 
areas,” relates Samuel. “Why not put it all under one roof 
so you can have everyone sitting in the same area and 
talking the same language and being part of the same 
project in the right way and feeding off each other?”

The change has resulted in a department that its 
members say is open and progressive. “In general there’s 
this understanding that it makes the place better,” states 
Jessica Hoffman, a senior art producer. “The fewer 
parameters you lock down on somebody, the less stifled 
the environment. You’re going to have this openness for 
change, and that will breed great things.”

Now, when a project comes into the department, it 
comes through one door and is open for all areas of pro-
duction from broadcast to radio to the Web and beyond. A 
team of people becomes content providers for the whole 
job—handling anything that might be needed, Samuel 
explains, comparing it to hitting one bird with many 
stones. “It becomes more of one big idea with all the 

By Emily Vines

AllAll Together Together

Continued on page 22
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little bits and pieces put together 
rather than piecemealing it like 
other places might do,” he says. 

The change took place about 
eight months ago and though it 
may have been slightly confusing 
at first, people have settled into 
their roles and are able to “dabble 
in different areas” and learn from 
one another, Samuel notes. The 
set-up eases the creative flow, 
especially on tight deadlines. 
“It’s much better to have all of 
the heads in one place,” he adds.

Producer Jessica Dierauer, 
who was formerly an associ-
ate broadcast producer at kirsh-
enbaum bond + partners, New 
York, and The Martin Agency, 
Richmond, Va., has been with 
CP+B for a year and a half. For 
her, its been beneficial to prob-
lem solve in an open environ-
ment and “see things on a much 
broader, bigger scope.” Looking 
at a broadcast script, she will 
consider how it can evolve into 
other elements like a Web site or 
perhaps a podcast.

PROGRESSING
Since Rolfe’s departure, the 

department is even busier. “Dave 

and I did put in a lot of ground 
work into developing the depart-
ment to where it’s at right now 
and he deserves a lot of credit for 
that too,” Samuel shares. Though 
he misses the banter with his 
former co-director, Samuel has 
people around him that he says 
he can trust and rely on to help 
make decisions, like integrated 
senior producer Matt Bonin who 
joined the shop a year ago.

Moving from tradi t ion-
al broadcast roles at Young & 
Rubicam, New York, and DDB 
Dallas, Bonin points out that 
the speed of operations at the 
agency took a little getting 
used to. “Anybody that comes 
in from outside of the company 
for the first time to CP+B—in 
any department, any role—is 
probably a little shocked at the 
pace,” he relates. “The pace is 
lightening fast. It’s very exciting 
because I feel like the politics 
and the BS of the bigger places 
doesn’t exist there.”

Timelines on integrated proj-
ects are tight, Samuel says, offer-
ing the recent Miller Lite “Great 
Taste Trial” project as an exam-
ple. Samuel and his team learned 
about the job on a Saturday, 
had a director call on Monday, 

awarded the job on Wednesday 
and were shooting a week later. 
Martin Granger of bicoastal/
international Moxie Pictures 
directed the eight-spot package, 
which included the ads “Twist 
Off,” “Taste Under Review,” and 
“Miller Taste Expert.” In addi-
tion to the spots, Granger direct-
ed content for the Web site, as 
well as a long-form piece. (Bonin 
served as the senior producer on 
the Miller project.)

Directors often want to be a 
part of components outside of the 
spots, relates producer Dan Ruth. 
“It’s really powerful to have 
[directors] who are into it and 
think beyond the thirty-second 
commercial.” With tight dead-
lines, Samuel and the producers 
in the department look for direc-
tors who can collaborate with the 
creatives and with the shop as 
a whole since, he says, nothing 
is really set in stone. Decisions 
often have to be made quickly, 
and a director should be able 
to thrive in the back-and-forth 
nature of the situation. 

“They evolve through the 
entire process which is interest-
ing,” says senior producer Keith 
Rose, who joined the shop three 
months ago after leaving Mullen, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. as head 
of production. “Some agencies 
say, ‘We’ve got the board, this 
is how we want the board, and 
there it is.’ I think [at Crispin] it 
comes right from Alex [Bogusky, 
executive creative director and 
partner], and applies to everyone 
here—they continuously evolve 
the work. As we’re prepping or 
bidding with a director, even as 
you shoot, [the creatives are] 
thinking on set. They’re very 
willing to change, they’re very 
willing to roll and experiment 
and see if we can make it bet-
ter every step of the way; edito-
rial, same thing. You just keep 
pushing, try something new, try 
something else and that to me is 
how I always thought it should 
be but it isn’t that way in a lot of 
places.”

Integrated/interactive produc-
er Paul Sutton, agrees. “What’s 

really cool about how Crispin 
set it up is that projects evolve 
so much. When you look at it the 
beginning of the day versus what 
it looks like at the end of the 
day, there is so much creativity 
between all parties that it’s just 
amazing how many pieces can 
be added during the production  
process and how those can be 
immediately incorporated across 
the entire campaign.”

Though producers in the 
department often have traditional 
agency experience, not all do. 
The aforementioned Ruth has 
been with the shop since he start-
ed as an intern three years ago. 
He was then promoted to edi-
tor and later, producer. He finds 
his background in editing useful 
when working on a team. “In the 
editing room it’s helpful to have 
a super technical background—
that’s my way of approaching it. 
Thinking as an editor [during] 
the pre-production and the pro-
duction itself and seeing how it 
all fits into place in the end,” he 
explains. 

DOWN THE ROAD
In addition to hiring 15 to 20 

new producers, Samuel is work-
ing to develop an internal pro-
duction unit. Within it, people 
who are skilled across the spec-
trum—everything from being 
able to shoot and edit to working 
with After Effects—could team 
up with creatives to experiment 
with ideas or pitch jobs to cli-
ents who might be wary about a 
concept.  Or collaborations could 
help make productions happen 
on their own for something like 
Web content. Samuel explains 
that it would give the agency 
“another level of versatility in-
house—it’s not going to replace 
anything by any means.”  

The shop already has some of 

these capabilities with staffers 
who shoot and the addition of a 
green screen studio. They also 
have several Avids and some of 
the producers Samuel is hiring 
will have their own Final Cut Pro 
systems. In the future, Samuel 
sees a versatile department that 
continues to work with directors 
and production companies and 
also utilizes internal resources. 

Challenging and fast-paced, 
the agency is a great place for 
passionate producers. Says 
Samuel, “If you like being chal-
lenged and also having a bloody 
good laugh at the same time, then 
Crispin is the place to be.”

Expansion In Offing 
For CP+B’s Integrated
Production Department
Continued from Page 20
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unveiled “Fantasy Ranch,” a spot 
directed by David LaChapelle 
of bicoastal HSI Productions 
that featured 
Darius Rucker, 
lead singer for 
H o o t i e  a n d 
the Blowfish 
singing an ode 
to the Bacon 
Cheddar Ranch 
Sandwich from 
BK. The chain’s 
Burger King—
t h e  p l a s t i c -
faced mascot in 
white tights—
recently made a 
couple of more 
appearances , 
most recently in 
“I-Beam” and 
“Lumberjack” 
p r o m o t i n g , 
respect ively, 
BK’s coffee and breakfast sand-
wiches. (Kinka Usher of House 
of Usher, Santa Monica, directed 
both.) This past summer, “Coq 
Roq” debuted. The effort intro-
duced viewers to a rock band that 
sings about BK’s Chicken Fries. 
The package is a multimedia 
effort—with original songs, mer-
chandise, Web components, as 
well as spots and a music video. 
(Paul Hunter of HSI directed 
the clip and commercials.) For 
Halloween plastic masks of 
the King were offered at www.
bkmasks.com; they sold out in a 
matter of days.

For Slim Jim, the agency 
recently broke “Back Flop,” 

“Mud King,” “Pipe Pain,” and 
“Snow Bank,” which feature the 
“Fairy Snapmother,” a character 
who encourages youths about to 
engage in extreme sport—accord-

ing to Adams, 
the snapmother 
is a play on the 
iconic tagline 
for the brand, 
“Snap into a 
Slim Jim.” 

T h e  f i r s t 
work for Miller 
Lite from CP+B 
b r o k e  l a s t 
month. Called 
“Great Taste 
Trial,” the cam-
paign show-
cases a court-
room trial that 
seeks to prove 
that Miller Lite 
is the best-tast-
ing beer. The 
effort features 

eight spots from director Martin 
Granger of bicoastal/interna-
tional Moxie Pictures, as well 
as print executions and online 
elements.

For the ongoing American 
Legacy Foundation “Truth” 
campaign, Granger directed a 
series of spots featuring tobacco 
executives in a sitcom setting 
as they hatch plots to attract 
more smokers. A new effort 
from director Chris Smith of 
bicoastal Smuggler is set to 
break later this month—Adams 
says the new work is “going 
back to the roots a little bit,” of 
the more guerilla-style ads that 
have appeared in the past on 

behalf of “Truth.” 
The shop also won its fair 

share of awards this year, includ-
ing the Best of Show at the One 
Show Interactive and the Grand 
Clio for Internet advertising for 
the “Subservient Chicken” cam-
paign, a 2004 effort for Burger 
King, that included, among 
other elements, a Web site fea-
turing a chicken who does a 
visitor’s bidding. CP+B scored 
the Grand Prix in the Cyber 
Lions competition at the Cannes 
In te rna t iona l  Adver t i s ing 
Festival for its Method hand 
soap campaign called “Come 
Clean.” The interactive effort 
for the environmentally con-
scious household product maker 
features a Web site (www.com-
eclean.com) where users can 
type sentences and words onto 
a woman’s hands; she then 
washes the words away with 
Method hand soap. The Mini 
Cooper package “Counterfeit,” 
a cross between a 20/20 inves-
tigation and an infomercial, 
featured spots, a DVD, a Web 
site (www.counterfeitmini.org), 
and print ads in publication 
like Auto Trader. Each element 
warns consumers to be on the 
lookout for fake Minis, much 
in the same way they would 
avoid knock-off Gucci wallets. 
The spot in the package won a 
Gold Lion in the Film competi-

tion at Cannes, while the online 
portion of the campaign picked 
up an interactive Gold Lion; 
the overall package scored a 
Titanium Lion, awarded for 
integrated work.

BK
When CP+B won the BK 

account two years ago, the fast 
food giant had been through four 
agencies in as many years, and 

had no discernable identity in 
the marketplace. CP+B changed 
all that, with innovative creative 
that highlighted the product attri-
butes (the agency revived the 
old tagline “Have It Your Way,” 
which emphasizes how you can 
design your own burger), and 
squarely went after the 18-34 
year-old males who frequent the 
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chain. They also introduced the 
aforementioned king mascot, 
who though a little creepy look-
ing—after all, he is a guy with a 
plastic head in white tights and 
black shoes—appears in seem-
ingly normal situations. “I had 
a lot of fun crafting the King 
this year,” relates Bogusky. “He 
gets a lot of attention, and there 
are lots of pieces to the formula 
we’ve created to do that but at 
the same time we don’t want it to 
become too formulaic so we’re 
moving and evolving his charac-
ter slowly and carefully to keep 
him fresh.”

In addition to 
spots,  the King 
has also popped 
up in a tie-in for 
Star Wars: Episode 
III, Revenge of the 
Sith .  An online 
game featured the 
King helping Darth 
Vader play 20 ques-
tions with gamers. 
“King V. Vader,” 
directed by Moxie’s 
Granger, captured 
a staring contest 
between the two. 
Reilly relates that 
BK has a co-brand-
ing deal with the 
film King Kong, 
and while he won’t confirm that 
Burger King and the giant gorilla 
meet up, one could conclude that 
the match is just too perfect to 
pass up. A new spot from Usher 
is due shortly, and viewers can 
find out if there’s room for both 
Kings.

Come January, the shop will 
be breaking another large effort 
for BK. Though the agency 
wasn’t at liberty to discuss exact-
ly what the new campaign will 
encompass, it will hark back to 
the “brand promise of having it 
your way,” relates Reilly, who 
adds that the effort will appear on 
TV, in cinema and online.

“We want to continue to come 
up with new and inventive ways 
[to promote BK],” notes Reilly. 
“And [we aim to come up with] 
innovative things, because I think 
that’s where we are going to be 
successful as an agency and as a 
brand. We need to keep consum-

ers engaged.”
So far, consumers seem to be 

just that. “BK continues to be 
a pretty big victory for us and 
for them,” notes senior copy-
writer Bob Cianfrone, whose 
face served as the model for 
the King masks. “Sales are up, 

they’re happy, and we’re happy, 
and we’ve done a lot of fun work 
for them.”

MOVING FORWARD
Bringing in new business 

means growth, and none of the 
creatives SHOOT spoke with 
thought that growth would 
adversely affect the agency, not-
ing that’s it happened before, and 
the culture at the shop has only 
gotten stronger. “The charge for 
us is to not mistake any of these 
wins or ‘successes’ as a sign that 
we have some sort of magic for-
mula that must be maintained,” 
stresses Bogusky. “Next year 

will be—and must 
b e — c o m p l e t e l y 
different than this 
year.  That’s the 
nature of life and 
business.”

Reilly believes 
the growth of the 
shop is a positive 
note, not something 
that will cause harm 
to CP+B’s work. 
“The partners all 
h a v e  t h e  s a m e 
vision, and Alex, 
all he cares about is 
the culture,” states 
Reilly. “And if he 
sees something go 
bad, he’ll do some-
thing to stop it. The 

motivation isn’t money—the 
motivation is being innovative, 
and I think if that’s your main 
goal, you’ll always be able to 
protect the culture, because it’s 
not about money, it’s about mak-
ing brands famous, and making 
stuff that people haven’t seen 

before. That’s why I stay.”
In addition to the account 

wins, CP+B bought a minor-
ity stake in Fuseproject, a San 
Francisco design firm that the 
agency has worked on projects 
with in the past for BK and Mini. 
And, the agency entered into an 
agreement with FOX Television 
Studios whereby the studio gets 
“first look” rights to TV show 
ideas the shop develops. The 
deal, announced in May, hasn’t 
yielded any projects as of yet.

CP+B, which has a media 
office in Los Angeles, will be 
opening a small service office in 
London, reports Bogusky. “We 

may have another little surprise 
in store but we have no plans to 
open offices with the hope of get-
ting separate accounts with that 
office,” he relates. “We will do 
what needs to be done to service 
our clients, but we’re not trying 
to roll this thing up into some 
mega agency. We have always 
made decisions based on hav-
ing fun and feeling good, and 
it’s worked pretty well. I like 
to change things—in fact I may 
be addicted to it—but changing 
into some traditional structure of 
what a big agency should be is 
pretty low on my list of how to 
have fun on this planet.”

SHOOT SHOOT Makes Music At Makes Music At BillboardBillboard Confab Confab

SHOOT presented the Music For Commercials panel discussion at the fourth annual The Hollywood Reporter/Billboard Film & TV Music Conference last month in Beverly 
Hills. Pictured (l to r) are session moderator, SHOOT editor Robert Goldrich; Ron Broitman, VP, Film and TV Music, BMG Music Publishing; Reinhard Denke, owner/sound 
designer of stimmung, Santa Monica; Josh Rabinowitz, senior VP, director of music, Grey Worldwide, New York; Sam Spiegel, producer/DJ/composer, Squeak E. Clean 
Productions, Los Angeles; and Roger Wojahn, co-CEO, Wojahn Bros. Music, Santa Monica.

Continued from page 23

Tom Adams

Miller Lite's “Twist Off”

CP+B: Continued Creative Succes
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"It Works"

bill sponsors are Assemblyman 
Joseph Morelle (D-Rochester) 
and Sen. Martin Golden (R-
Brooklyn) 

A key objective for the bill’s 
proponents is to bring Gov. George 
Pataki (R-N.Y.) on board so that the 
legislation’s cost is incorporated 
into the upcoming proposed state 
budget currently being worked on 
by the governor’s office.

The anti-runaway production 
bill—believed to be the first of 
its kind specifically geared to 
commercials—will be subject 
to the give-and-take jockeying 
that goes on during the legis-
lative budget process. Thus its 
specific provisions are yet to be 
determined. In some circles, gen-
eral terms have been bandied 
about that include a 10 percent 
tax credit on certain below-the-
line expenditures for companies 
with production costs of more 
than $500,000 annually in New 
York. Whatever the final details, 
suffice it to say that if passed, the 
tax credit would figure to have 
a substantive, positive impact. 
Matt Miller, president/CEO of 
the Association of Independent 
Commercial Producers (AICP), 
said that the tax credit could 
cause many producers to view 
a significantly greater number 
of jobs as being economically 
viable to shoot in New York—
projects that previously wouldn’t 
have been regarded as such.

The tax credit for spot produc-
tion is designed to parallel the 
program that has helped to spur 
on feature and TV production 
in New York. That Empire State 
Production Tax Credit program 
provides a 10 percent tax credit 
on below-the-line production 
costs for certain qualifying proj-
ects (feature films, TV movies, 
TV pilots and series episodes) 
shot in New York State. New 
York City then followed with its 
own five percent refundable tax 
credit to work in tandem with the 
state initiative. 

When commercials were 
excluded from the feature/TV 
legislation that passed last year 
(SHOOT, 9/17/04, p. 1), it was 
a disappointment for the spot-
making community. In response 
to the ad business being given 
short shrift, the AICP immedi-
ately set out to rectify the situ-
ation, hiring a major national 
lobbying firm, Wilson, Elser, 
Moscowitz, Edelman & Dicker. 
The firm helped open some 
doors in Albany, enabling the 
AICP to present its case to leg-
islators regarding the importance 
of commercialmaking to the New 
York economy.

New York has experienced 
major growth in feature and 
TV program production this 

Support Builds For N.Y. 
Spot Tax Credit Bill
Continued from page 1

Agency Update
By Kristin Wilcha

New Faces
Scott O’Leary and Ryan Peck are joining Carmichael Lynch as partners/

creative directors. The pair had previously been with Fallon, Minneapolis….
Creative directors Chris Aldhous and Peter Hodgson have come aboard Euro 
RSCG Fuel Worldwide, London, where they will work on the Volvo account….
Jeff McClelland has joined Cliff Freeman and Partners, New York, as the 
agency’s first-ever CEO….

Account Movement 
JWT, New York, will handle ad duties for JetBlue airlines….SunTrust Bank 

advertising will be handled by Young & Rubicam, New York….Wieden + 
Kennedy, Shanghai, will handle Nike in China; the account had previously 
been with JWT, Shanghai….Element 79 Partners, Chicago, will handle ad 
duties for Alticor, parent company of Amway… Disney Parks and Resorts 
has selected la comunidad, Miami, to handle its Hispanic market ad account….
TDA Advertising & Design, Boulder, Colo., will handle advertising for Mion 
Footwear, a newly launching line from Timerbland….

Classifieds
HELP WANTED

PRODUCTION SERVICES

DUPLICATION SERVICES

WEB VIDEO SERVICES

Tired of the City?
Alden Digital Post in Bristol CT is seeking 
a creative, experienced and personable 
Lead Editor with excellent client skills.  
Applicants should have at least 3+ 
years experience with Avid DS Nitris, 
Symphony and Adrenaline both in SD 
and HD.  We are looking for a star to 
help drive sales in a dynamic, creative 
and expanding sports television post 
production business. 

E-mail resume, credits and references to:
 careers@aldenimage.com

 RRP888@msn.com

VideoFaxMachine.com
Post video fast and easy for $1min/day.

Plays on Mac, PC, & DVDs.

Call for a free set-up
888-564-9325

Framestore NY
Flame Artists

Over the past twelve months 
Framestore NY has continued to 
grow and we are now looking for 
Flame Artists and Junior Flame Art-
ists to join us immediately.

Flame Artists
To be successful you must have a 
minimum of three years experience 
working on Flame within a high end 
effects studio.  You will have led com-
mercials/ broadcast projects, will be 
able to demonstrate a good range 
of both creative and technical skills, 
and be able to show examples of high 
quality compositing of live action and 
CGi.  You will have excellent client 
facing skills and be confi dent in your 
ability to deliver a fi nal product based 
on a client brief.

Junior Flame Artists
To be successful you must have a 
minimum of two years experience 
working on Flame and be able to 
demonstrate a good range of both 
creative and technical skills.  You 
will be able to show examples of 
high quality compositing of live ac-
tion and CGi and be comfortable 
dealing with clients.

Want to apply?
To apply you will need to send a copy 
of your most recent showreel (DVD 
format) including a detailed shot 
breakdown, along with your CV and 
a letter outlining the reasons you are 
interested in the role.  You should 
include also, your current salary and 
salary expectations.  Applications 
should be sent to: 

Framestore NY 
133 Spring St, NY 10012 

or to jobsny@framestore-cfc.com

Please note your application will not be 
considered if you have applied for and 
been unsuccessful in obtaining a posi-
tion with us within the past 12 months.

Experienced Graphic Designer
Creative editorial and motion graphics 
company located in Baltimore seeks 
an experienced graphic designer to 
add to our creative team. Must have 
at least 3 years facility/broadcast ex-
perience. Must have expertise using 
After Effects. Compositing, 3D or new 
media experience is a defi nite plus. 
Quantel experience also a bonus. 
Experienced applicants apply only 
please. Send reel to:

Producers Video
3700 Malden Avenue

Baltimore, Maryland 21211
Attn: Operations Manager

REAL ESTATE

year, attributable largely to the 
enacted tax credit. Meanwhile, 
by sharp contrast, TV spot film-
ing is waning in New York. For 
example, per the independently 
conducted third annual survey 
of AICP member companies, 
Los Angeles’ share of spot shoot 
days in the U.S. rose from 46 
percent in 2003 to 53 percent in 
’04. However, New York showed 
a decrease from 21 to 18 per-
cent during that same time frame 
(SHOOT, 10/21, p. 40). AICP 
president/CEO Matt Miller said 
that this decline underscores the 
need for New York to implement 
incentives in order to stimulate 
commercialmaking.
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bulletinboard

rep report

street talk
Chris Rossiter has been promoted to executive VP/director of 
broadcast production at Leo Burnett USA, Chicago. He replaces 
Jonathan Davis, who is leaving the agency to join the London 
office of bicoastal/international @radical.media in a senior 
management position. In his new role, Rossiter will oversee 
Burnett’s entire production department, including art buyers, 
Music Aid (the agency’s in-house music studio), and the shop’s 
editorial and visual duplication department….Noted table-
top director Mathew Brady has joined bicoastal The Artists 
Company….Director Dylan Goss has signed with bicoastal 
Cohn+Company for representation….Director Todd Broder 
has joined Steam Films, New York, for commercials, shows and 
animation projects. Broder’s experience spans reality TV shows, 
music videos, commercials and corporate films. Steam, the 
production arm of Refinery, New York, specializes in commer-
cials, corporate communications and cross-channel marketing 
initiatives…..If you are a member of the commercialmaking 
community who has a film that will be screened during the 
2006 Sundance Film Festival and would like the project to be 
considered for coverage in SHOOT’s Sundance roundup, send a 
screener to senior editor/creative and production Kristin Wilcha 
c/o SHOOT, 21 Charles St., Suite 203, Westport, CT 06880. You 
can also email info to kwilcha@shootonline.com….

Blindfaith, the Los Angeles-based production house with a 
directorial roster consisting of Jim Manera and Suzanne Luna, 
has secured independent reps Rich Schafler to handle the 
East Coast, Tim Harwood in the Midwest, and Alana Rothlein 
to cover Florida....Creative editorial boutique Cutters, Chicago 
and Santa Monica, has brought Chuck Silverman on board 
as its sales and marketing director. He will handle both coasts 
and Texas for the company while Them Reps, headed by Jim 
Waldron and Wendy Hanson, continues to cover the Midwest….
Erin Serletic has joined Trollback + Company, New York, as 
VP of business development, heading up the creative studio’s 
work with broadcast and cable networks…..Cinematographer 
Philippe Le Sourd has wrapped principal photography on 
Ridley Scott’s The Good Year and is again available for spots 
through The Skouras Agency, Santa Monica....

❑Dec. 8/Santa Monica: Association of Independent 
Producers (AICP) West holiday party at  the Santa Monica 
Air Center. www.aicp.com or ashleyq@aicp.com….

❑Dec. 9/London: Design and Art Direction (D&AD) Awards 
call for entries early deadline (receive a 10 percent dis-
count.) Closing deadline for all entries is Jan. 27, 2006 www.
dandad.org/awards06….

❑Dec. 12/New York: Association of Independent 
Commercial Producers (AICP) East holiday party at Duvet. 
www.aicp.com or anniec@aicp.com

❑Dec. 13/New York: The 25th Annual Muse Awards for 
Outstanding Vision & Achievement, presented by New York 
Women in Film & Television at the Grand Ballroom of the 
New York Hilton. www.nywift.org….

❑Jan. 10/New York:Call for entries deadline for the Art 
Directors Club Awards. www.adcawards.org….

❑Jan. 19-29/Park City Utah: The Sundance Film Festival. 
www.sundance.org….

❑Jan. 19-27/Park City Utah: The Slamdance  Film Festival. 
www.slamdance.com….

❑Jan. 27London: Call for entries deadline for the Design 
and Art Direction (D&AD) Awards. www.dandad.org/
awards06….



Accounting Services (payroll & production)
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency - Direct Response
Advertising Agency - Interactive
Advertising Monitoring
Aerial Equipment Camera & Sound Equipment
Aerial Services or Helicoptors
Agents, Reps & Job Referral Services
Ambulance/Paramedics & Doctors/Nurses
Animal Rentals & Trainers
Animation Production Company
Animatronics, Puppets & Makeup FX
Architectural Elements
Art Directors/Production Designers
Art Fabrication, Licensing & Rentals
Atmospheric/Lighting FX & Pyrotechnics
Audio Post Facilities
Award Shows 
Backings & Scenic Artists
Boats & Nautical Props
Booms, Cranes & Camera Support
Camera & Sound Equipment
Camera Assistants
Camera Cars & Tracking Vehicles
Camera Operators
Camera Rentals – Motion Picture
Camera Rentals – Still Photography
Car Prep, Rigging & Prototypes
Carpenters/Shop Craft Service
Casting Directors
Casting Facilities
Catering 
Celebrity Placement 
Cherry Pickers & Lift Equipment
Choreographers
Cinema Advertising 
Climate Control Systems
Color Correction
Commercial Director
Commercial Production Company
Commmercial Editorial Houses
Composers & Sound Designers
Computer Graphics & Visual FX

Construction & Yard Equipment Rentals
Corporate & Video Production
Costume/Wardrobe / Makers & Rentals
Crating and Packing
Crews / Crew rental
Digital Casting & Video Conferencing
Digital Imaging Technicians
Director of Photography (DP) Cinematography
Directories & Trade Publications
Draperies & Window Treatments
Duplication
DVD/CD Authoring & Replication | Standards Conversion
Editing Equipment Rentals & Sales
Editors
Education (school, university, training)
Electricians 
Entertainment Attorneys
Equipment Manufacturer or Supplier 
Extras Casting Agencies
Film & Tape Storage
Film Commissions – International
Film Commissions – North America
Film Festivals
Film Laboratories – Motion Picture
Financial Services 
Food Stylists 
Gaffers, Lighting Directors/Electrician
Grip
Grip & Lighting Equipment
Grip & Lighting Expendables
Hair & Makeup Artists/Stylists
HD Equipment Rentals
Hotels 
Independent Director’s Rep
Infomercial Production Company
Insurance Brokers & Guarantors
Interactive Multimedia 
International Film Liaisons
Language Services 
Legal Services Collections 
Libraries, Research & Clearance
Licensing 
Lighting Design Consulting 

Lighting Equipment & Generators
Location Libraries, Management & Scouts
Location Management Scouting 
Locations Services
Media Company - Broadband / Internet
Media Company - Network TV/Cable/Satellite
Media Company - TV Station
Messengers 
Mobile Video Units & Transmission Services
Motion Picture Production Company
Motorhomes & Portable Dressing Rooms
Music Libraries & Publishing
Music Libraries Sound Effects 
Music Production & Sound Design
Music Publishers 
Music Video Production Company
Musicology Services 
New Media Networks 
Opticals
Permits 
Portable Restrooms
Post Houses
Post Production Supervisors
Postproduction Company
Product Placement Agency
Production Company 
Production Coordination 
Production Designers Consultant 
Production Equipment & Accessories - Rental
Production Equipment & Accessories Manufacturer
Production Management Producers 
Production Office Space
Production Services
Production Services Software 
Production Still Photographer
Prompting 
Prop Fabrication & Mechanical FX
Prop Houses – Full Service
Props 
Public Relations
Radio Companies 
Raw Stock – Film, Commercial, & Video
Sag Aftra Equity Agents 

Scenery Set Design 
Screening Rooms 
Security & Bodyguards
Set Decorators
Set Design, Construction & Rentals
Set Sketchers
Sets and Stages
Software Publisher - Computer Graphics
Software Publisher - Movie Making, Playing
Software Publisher - Web/Interactive Design
Sound Editing
Sound Equipment Rentals & Sales
Sound Mixers
Sound Recording Audio Post 
Stages
Stages – Portable
Staging 
Still Photography Studios & Lofts
Stock Footage & Photos Library
Storage Distribution 
Studio Services
Studio Teachers/Welfare Workers
Studios Stages 
Stunt Coordinators & Performance Drivers
Stunts 
Talent & Modeling Agencies
Teleprompting & Cue Card Services
Television Production Company
Titling & Broadcast Design
Trade Associations/Unions/Guilds/Clubs
Trailer Production Company
Translation & Interpretation Services
Travel Services 
Trucks & Vans
Tutoring 
Underwater Technicians
Video Assist Services
Video Cameras & Equipment
Video Display Playback & Projection
Video Editing 
Visual Effects Animation CG 
VTR Operators
Wardrobe Stylists/Costume Designers

GO TO WWW.SHOOTONLINE.COM/GO/DIRECTORY NOW!

An Online+DVD Resource Where You Can’t Afford To Be Left Out!

Be sure to sign up now for a FREE Basic listing!

DVD Resource Where You Can’t Afford To Be Left Out!

Be sure to sign up now for a FREE
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Simply complete and submit your directory listing form
 at www.shootonline.com/go/directory 

or call Kelly Boyle at 203.227.1699 ext. 10
 or email her at kboyle@shootonline.com for further information.

THE NEW SHOOT DIRECTORY
If You're In Production Or Post, This Request Means Business For 2006...

For forty-five years, the SHOOT Directory has been the most comprehensive source of production and postpro-
duction information.  And, now it's being revamped into a global, dynamic integrated database available online 
and on DVD in a new easy to use format, with expanded categories (see below), and updated 24/7/365. Each 
FREE BASIC listing contains all the key people, addresses, contact numbers, e-mail addresses, website URLs, 
descriptions, and more. The LOW COST ENHANCED LISTING includes the basic listing plus a full color digital 
logo, bold company info, website URL hyperlink, more vital info shown on search lists, and more.

The SHOOT DIRECTORY is an invaluable resource for Advertising Agency Producers, Creative Directors, and 
Brand Marketers to locate production, postproduction, music & sound and visual effects companies.  It is also 
used religiously by production company and post executives to locate production service companies, equip-
ment manufacturers, and equipment rental companies.  Its highly targeted circulation of industry decision-
makers guarantees your listing and advertising will be seen by the right people, the people who can purchase 
your products and services.  After all, they are using The SHOOT Directory in the first place to locate services 
and products...

Basic FREE Listing Includes:
>Company Name
>Mail Addresses  >Web address >Email Addresses
>Phone & Fax
>Contact Names & Titles
>Description of Business
>Multiple category by type options

Optional LOW COST Enhanced Listing Includes:
>Basic FREE Listing plus standout features including...
>Full color digital logo with full listing
>Bold Company Name in different color in all search results

 lists and full listing
>Web address hyperlink hot in all search results lists 

and full listing
>Address, phone, URL visible on all search lists (only

company name in basic)
>Eye catching graphic identifies enhanced listings on 

search results lists for prospecting edge.

EDITORIAL DEADLINE
January 17th,2006BE THERE!

DVD
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